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THE LIMITS OF PERSONAL RIGHTS IN PIANOFORTE PERFORMANOE.
II.
..A PIANOmay be made of steel, but it must not be treated
as an iron steed. It is rather an Ariel, imprisoned in u
box, fastened in wood, but capable of much wonderful
spj,.itillg. The first thing which I should say no pianist
~dS a right to alter is the actual text
written, except in
cases where there is an obvious misprint (cases, alas, by
no means rare in our day of cheap reprints), or,' secondly,
in such instances as we frequently find in the Beetbove
sonatas, where the idea runs up abruptly against a granite
wall" of mechanical limitation.
In illustration of the
first point-e-should I find, in some slovenly reprint, a
Chopin passage where an "E "was marked £latin the right
hand and naturul in the left, unless the tonal connection
indicated that he meant a diminished octave, I should, of
course, reject it as a false and barbarous reading, a mere
blunder of the ink machine.
Of the second point the illustrations are numerous i~
all Beethoven's piano-forte writings. In the Tempest It
sonata there is a phrase of unison having a form which
would require it to descend to the 'I D" or "C" sharp
below the fourth space II F It in the bass staff. Now, it is
perfectly obvious here that the reason why Beethoven did
not write these" E'a;" "D's"
and" C" sharps was
that his piano stopped at" F " on the fourth ledger line
below. In his mind he heard the extreme tones; to-day
we have an instrument that can execute them. Therefore, in playing them in the low octave, where they are
spiritually indicated, rather than in the high octave,
.where they are actually printed, we are not violating, but
more perfectly obeying Beethoven's directions.
His
piano was tongue-tied. Shall we continue to lisp after
the impediment has been removed?
In Bulow's edition
such filling out of the idea is very frequent, and I, for
one, make a uniform practice of playing the comp oeitions with Bulow's additional tones.
In the second place, every pianist should adhere witlr
the fidelity of bigotry to the phrasing of the music.
Occasional slips and inaccuracies in the printed phrasing we may find, but wherever the idea is thus badly
outlined, agglutinated to ideas distinct from it and
segregated from those which are cognate, any musician
with a rudimental knowledge of form and formal development will be able to supply the correction.
But, fundamental as the ideas of legato and staccato are, thoneande,
yes, tens of thousands, of students in this country have
pecked and pounded and persistently perplexed their
patient pates, vainly deluded into the thought that when
they had hit nearly all the notes in tolerable rhythm the
task of the executant was accomplished.
There is a
better state of things coming about in Our country, but
II

still, pupils are not taught, from the first, to group and
divide their tones into intelligible forms, as they are
taught to punctuate the books they read.
Phrasing is musical punctuation, and Shakespeare has
given us, in the prologue in the Pyramus and Thisbe
episode in "Midsummer Night's Dream," a broadly
ludicrous illustration of the nonsense produced by overriding commas.
Such nonsense, alas, is not an absurd
exception, but the rule, in the piano-forte playing we hear.
It requires, no doubt, close and patient attention to fix
the tones in the mind with strict reference to their grouping, but this is fully as important as correct fingering,
and he would be a charlatan indeed, who never told his
pupils anything about the choice of fingers or the underlying mechanical laws which should direct their selections.
A slavish adherence to the printed text may not be
always required of a great virtuoso j indeed, there are
passages in the works of all great masters where the intuitions of the artist would suggest changes from the
printed text; changes, however, in the direction of clearer
unfoldment of the radical ideas. No intelligent connoisseur would unduly criticise such modifications if they
were sufficiently distinct and consistent, showing a purpose, and if there was a
derlying and discoverable
reason for their being m
n certain details of phrasing,
but more especially of
ing and tempo, of accentuation, of touch, do we fin the difference of great artists
and their reading of great works. Thus, the Sixth Rhapsody of Liszt from the powerful and impulsive Carreno
is a very different thing from the same work played by
the exact and self-contained Rive-King, but such details
of difference are both logical and poetic, for it could not
be said of either artist that she slights or alters the text
materially.
Those who justify slovenliness and absurd
eccentricities on the ground of inspiration and origina\
conception are, unfortunately, too numerous, and against
them is the present philippic directed.
The name piano-forte is significant j soft-loud with the
word harp understood, is the meaning of the term. I~
would not take great acuteness on the part" of a student
to suspect, therefore, that variations of intensity are easily
made by this instrument, and are inherent in its very
nature, since from that one peculiarity its name is derived.
It was said, with more wit than truth, that Mr. Raphael
Joseffy was a piano player, but not a piano-forte player,
because his pianissimo is so exquisite j the converse of
this proposition would find more justification, for in all
American cities are to be found pianists who regularly
do up all the grand compositions of the piano-forte literature every season, and to use a metaphor of the prize
ring, they literally
knock them out of time," and not
seldom badly damage their shadings, their ~olorings, ana
the temperament of the instrument.
(Who that ever
heard Rubinstein deliver the Emperor concerto of Beethoven can be unaware of the beauty in pianissimo and
of the marvelous delicacy residing in this divine instrument, so often and so unjustly taxed with coldness and
lack of heart.)
These gentlemen are forte players, not
pianoforte players. You hear such II stalwarts" defend
themselves for bethumping, bethwacking, bethumming
the key-board, on the ground that they dislike II tam ell
playing. Every tasteful connoisseur dislikes tame playing also, but tameness does not arise from pianissimo,
but from indistinctness of technique, from overlapping
with the pedal, and above all from the universal disregard
of accents. Every musician knows that the first beat of
a measure is called the ictus, or down beat, and that it
sho~d have a certain degree of stress, yet how seldom do
we hear a conscientious and intelligible performance with
the accents all in place.
II
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To recur once more to the illustration from the parallel art, elocution, how meaningless and forceless would
be a reading of poetry, or any piece of resonant prose,
where the accents were feeble.
In conclusion, then, let it be said that a pianist who
does conscientiously the things prescribed for him, upon
the dead page, cannot wander far from the domain of
high, interpretive art. He has accomplished ninety-nine
hundredths of his task, and that last grain of personality
which he owes us, though it be precious as the musk
which, mixed with the mortar, forever perfumes the air
of the mosque in Constantinople, is, nevertheless, but one
per cent. of all that the player has to do.
...
JOHN

S. VA.N CLEVE.

SOME PIANISTS IN AMERIOA.
II.
Mr. E. B. Perry, of Boston, despite his blindness,
plays the piano beautifully.
'Earnest Perabo is a good Beethoven player i while
John Preston and G. H. Tucker are both making rapid
strides in their art.
Mr. George Nowell, a talented pupil of Leschetitski,
made quite a hit in his native town, Boston, by his excellent rendering of Weber's ConcertstuckHe is a promising artist.
Mr. Milo Benedict is a player of the romantic school,
and, while Iaaking a. certain vigor, is, withal, a charming
player, who, if he only persists in his studies, will be
heard of sooner or later.
Mr. Alexander Lambert is a very popular pianist, who
has toned down a somewhat exuberant style, so that
everything that comes from his fingers is in a good style.
He has repose, which, for so young a man, is commendable, and when he overcomes a certain angularity in
his playing, will be greatly improved.
Mr. Frederic Boseovita, a cousin of Joseffy'a and a
comet in the pianiatic world, is a pianist of no mean
calibre, although hardly up to the standard of a great
classical player.
His touch is hard and his phrasing is
sharp and even harsh, but he has lots of color, and
technic galore.
Mr. August Spanuth is a muscular artist, who believes
in music militant, and, like the famous John Pattison,
Oscar Newell, et. aI, goes for the keyboard.
It should
be called the Dynamite School.
John Orth and Otto Bendix are two players of respectable ability, the latter possessing a poetic style and a
decided taste for Northern music .
Mr. W. C. Seeboeck, of Chicago, is one of those
artists of whom one cannot predicate anything definite.
He has a genuine gift of music both in composition and
performance, but here, again, the uncertainty
of his
musical temperament comes to the foreground and
renders his really fine talents almost null.
Dr. Gustav Satter, the "Mephistopheles of the Piano,"
is another glaring example of a great talent gone to seed
for waut of ballast.
He had an enormous technic and
simply one of the finest touches conceivable, but then
his performances at times were simply outrageous, and,
like his compositions, have drifted into oblivion.
Constantin Sternberg is not a great pianist.
His
touch is hard and his handling of the instrument clumsy,
but he contrives to impress one with the idea of his
thorough musicianship.
His friend, Mr. F. W. Riesberg,
a pupil of Liest, has lots of dash and brilliancy at the
piano, but is as yet a callow virtuoso.
Mr. Emil Liebling, of Chicago, not only plays well
but writes excellently (his /I Gavotte Maderne"
is one
of the best of its kind published).
His repertory is
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THE reception tendered by the Utopian Club to the
celebrated musician, Karl Klindworth, was one of the
most enjoyable that this musical club has ever given.
There was a large attendance of both professional and
amateur musicians.
Dr. Klindworth is well known to
all musicians through his masterly edition of Chopin's
piano-forte works. In Europe, his fajne as an orchestra conductor is widely spread. The musical part of the
evening's entertainment was in the capable hands of
Messrs. Jarvis, Hennig and Van Gelder, all of whom
played as though they felt that the fair fame of Philadelphia's musicians was at stake in the presence of the
maestro. The programme was opened by a thoroughly
appreciative performance of the Sonata eppaaaionata,
by Mr. Janis.
Solos were given by Messrs. Hennig and
Van Gelder, with a verve that aroused the enthusiasm of
the audience.
The enthusiasm culminated with the
performance ofa Schumann trio, of which it may be safely
said that such another performance of it has never been
heard in Philadelphia.
Few Philadelphians are aware of the existence and
flourishing condition of this club, started some seven or
eight years ago by a small band of musicians, in an upper room in a house on Girard Street. It has now a
membership of 200, and is the possessor of a handsome,
well-appointed club house on Locust Street, conveniently
situated just opposite the Academy of Music. Monthly
musical receptions are given, to which the members bring
their lady friends. The programmes at these reunions
are of the highest class. One evening in the week is devoted to what musicians love to call I~ scratching," when
all the string instrument players, whether professional or
amateur, meet to spend a pleasant evening with the
works of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven or the other
worthies who have essayed successfully this most difficult
of all the departments of the art, viz.: the composition of
chamber music.
In every way the success of the Utopian has been so marked-socially, financially and mueically-that it is already entitled to a place in the front
rank of the musical clubs of America. But, after the
manner of Philadelphia, it does its work quietly and
thoroughly, and refrains from solos on its own trumpet.

Attention is more and more paid to the execution, in
now in Australia, is a worthy artiste, with afinished technic
large and he is a sound, reliable artist. although lacking and a certain poetical feeling that make her greatly in one sense or another, of the music of the Great Masters.
We learn to recite their music just as we would recite
in individuality.
.
some lines from Virgil, but we no longer talk in that
Mr. Anthony Btaukowitch, a young pianist in Phil~. demand.
Mrs. Francis de Korbay (nee Houka de Ravaea) was
language. The feelings which they express do not bedelphia, is to be commended for his clear technic, lUCId
a brilliant pupil of Lisst, who only too early quitted the
long to the broad channels of feeling which are common
style and poetic conception.
concert platform, for she had a great talent, technic and
to all humanity. They are feelings in which only the
Mr: Alfredo Barilli, now in Atlanta, and a former
tone. She is now married to Francis Korbay, the well- few exceptionally cultivated, sensitive, refined souls can
pupil of Ferdinand Hiller, while not being a robust
known singer, pianist and composer.
take part. The commoner music, the music which the
player nor possessing a large style. nevertheless plays
Miss Neally
Stevens,
Madame
de
Roods-Rice,
every-day people sing and enjoy, this is considered -vulmusically and intelligently. His touch is both firm and
Mada~e Dory Burmeister Peterson,
Miss Mary
gar; indeed, not music at all. War is bitterly waged
delicate, and he interprets well certain styles of music.
Garlicbs, Miss Lulu Veling (with a wonderful left-hand
between the adorers of classical music and the people
Mention might be made of a hundred others, but space
technic),
Mrs. William
Sherwood
are n11 artists
of
who call for a tune. My fellow wranglers, should this
forbids, nor is it intentional that a detailed analysis of the
more or less ability, but the cruel limitations of space
be so? How would it do, in the case of the English
playing of such excellent artists as Max Vogrich, Salmon
forbid any furtber mention.
The above criticisms are
language, if those who spoke correctly by the grammar
Retter,Geo. Magrath, Carlos Sabri no, H.B. Huss, Arthur
given as the writer's honest and freely- expressed opinion
should contend that they only had the right to speak?
Whiting, C. V. Lachmund, George Scheider, Richard
on that difficult and complex subject-piano
playing.
How many of us would there be who thereafter would be
Zeckwer,
Massah Warner, Victor Benham, Edwin
Many have, doubtless, been omitted who should be
dumb? Have only those who read Lowen and such
Klebre, Wm. Randolph, Doerner, Friese, and numerous
here, and doubtless also many of the judgmenh will be
literature feelings to express?
Are there not thousands
others is not given.
caviled at, but as they are sincere and in no .case meant
of people whose feelings are exactly expressed by such
This article and the one in Dec. issue are too short to
unkindly, it is to be hoped, therefore, they will be tak~n
songs as Daisy Deane?
And have they no right to
do justice to all, and then only remember that we yet have
for what they are worth.
JAMES HUNEKER.
find musical expression as well as those who have none
to speak of the ladies. In this case it has not been place
(Concluded in next number.)
of the common human sympathies?
It is an old notion
atlX dames, but was clearly age before beauty.
Naturally, one thinks of the name of Madame Julia Rivethat there are two sides to every question. I should say
[For THE ETUD~.]
King as being the representative pianiste of this country.
there were two planes or, rather, many planes to a
A PLEA FOR SIMPLICITY.
This admirable artiste has played through the length and
question. Now, in mounting Parnaseus, do we not often
BY L. L. FOR1lAN.
breadth of the land, and her style hardly needs descriprise high and so broaden our horizon that we ignore that
tion.
Of her repertory I have spoken already. A
FIFTY years ago Ollendorf published his metbod of lower plane of musical life where daisies bloom, and think
finished technic and a very large tone are her principal
learning German. Until that time, the learning of a only of those mighty symphonic summits where Bach
characteristics.
A reserve, that at times is positively
foreign language, except in infancy from a nurse or by and Beethoven stand looking up to heaven?
cold, has led many critics to declare that her playing
To tell you the honest truth, I think it only affectayears of residence in a foreign country, was a difficult
lacked fire and passion. I think this is a mistake, as she
tion
for most of us to find musical expression in only the
acquirement.
Fluency in the use of it was next to imhas both in plenty, but a thorough dislike on the part of
possible. A child was set down to translation and the Masters' works. How many of us can be happy when
Madame King to anything for mere show and effect
grammar, every word of it in the foreign tongue. Since reading Shakespeare and Milton? Are not most of us
gives color to this statement. I have heard her play
Ollendorf's time, however, every book published which well enough contented with reading the newspapers and
with the greatest abandon-witness
her performance of
Now, for people who occupy such
has professed to teach the speaking of any foreign Ian- stories by Howell?
the G minor Concerto of St. Saens, at Indianapolis,
guage whatever, has been based on his principle. This levels in Iiterature, does it not seem strange that only
which was almost electrifying. Ma.dame King is a great
was simply that we should learn a foreign language as we Schumann and Brahms will do for them in music.
pianiste.
I am not contending that we should deliberately take
learn our mother tongue. We all know how this is done.
Madame Teresa Carreno is one of those God-given
We learned "Papa," II Mamma," and II bow WOW," and a lower level after we have really reached a higher. But
talents in piauism that, like the little Josef Hoffman, defy
immediately began to converse. That is, we learned I do claim that each musician of us should seek out that
criticism. She was also a wonder child, and but hardly
only a little, but we put it straightway into use. We level of music which he, without affectation, does really
fulfilled her early promises, although she plays, in a
most enjoy, and occupy that level, without fear of critiadded one word at a time and very, very slowly.
most masterful manner, Chopin and Liszt, excelling,
cism
and sneers from those either above or below him.
Now, do we teach piano music on this natural, Ollendoubtless, in the latter. Her touch is inclined to be a
If music does not please us, let us not pretend to like
dorf plan?
I am afraid not. We give pieces eight
little too percussive, but the eminently musical qualities
measures long at the very start. But we ought to teach it because a Schumann has written it. If necessary, let
of her style overbalance this.
Carreno is an impulsive
us acknowledge boldly that we do not like it.
just
II Papa"
and" Mamma."
artist, and has in a remarkable degree the power of playIsn't the picture a familiar one to us, of a little child at
For some years I have employed this Ollendorf plan of
ng octaves. Earlier in her career she sacrificed much
short question and short answer with the little pupils, the piano, looking up at notes, and down at keys, with
for mere effect, but she plays now more soberly, and
much to their delight and interest.
And after they have patiently bobbing head, with dangling feet, with stiff,
certainly more intellectually.
learned notes I have trusted them to compose and write straight fingers, ~ounting, in loud monotone, 1-2-3-4,
Of Madame Fanny Bloomfield there is but one opinion,
the whole sentence, and lengthened the sentence to the 1-2 (stumbling) 2-3-4 (hastening) 1-2-3-4-1 (thoughtand that is she has a pianistic genius and an intense
normal eight measures. Then I have often had them lessly) 1-1 (pausing) 4-5 etc.? And, with no great effort,
musical organization, but sadly lacks in the matter of
hunt up their Mother Goose and compose music to it·. can we not see the scolding, impatient teacher, expoundself-control. She runs away with herself, but then the
All this may seem a waste of time, but I am sure it is not. ing time to her in such curt and illogical fashion that a
vivid power of her playing, her command of color and
H requires time, to be sure, and the child does not learn grown-up person, already understanding time, would
her incisive, though somewhat hard, touch almost reconcile
Or,
so soon to torture the family with hard music which he scarcely understand his incoherent explanation?
one to this great defect, which is, undoubtedly, the result
does not understand; but, as far as he goes, he is a possibly, the teacher is patient, and tries to persuade the
of a fiery temperament. Her readings, while not correct
child it understands when it does not, and the child, see·
froro a traditional point of view, are always novel and musician, every inch of him.
ing that the teacher is kind, tries its best to be concilia·
But,
you
say,
this
is
teaching
the
child
to
become
a
individual, and her technic sufficient to meet the demands
composer, which he may have no talent for; this is not tory on its side, and, in vain, thinks it understauds. So
of the modern piano-forte literature.
teaching
him music. Here I fall back on my analogy to that, when the teacher says, after a long harangue, which
Madame Bloomfield has a future before her if she RUC'
the child has not heard: II Now, don't you understand?"
ceeds taming that hit.herto ungovernable temperament. la~guage. When we teach a child to talk we do not
the good child answers, II Yes, I pnderstand, now;"
thereby
teach
him
to
become
a
Bacon,
or
Cicero,
or
a
At all events, she is always an interesting artist, which
when, really, it knows not a jot more than at first, and
cannot be said of many of her more staid brothren in art. Shakespeare. It is not mnsical composition that we
bas been looking into the teacher's face all the while,
teach
him,
but
mere
musical
talk.
To
be
sure,
the
most
Adele Aus del' Ohe, a young German pianist, possesses
wondering why Mr. ---'s
nose is so crooked, and
a strong touch and a reliant technic, but is deficient in of most children's musical ideas will be merest common·
why he will mutter that queer word II Donner und
place,
the
reflex
of
the
teacher
and
the
instruction
book.
musical disposition.
She has, however, a large following among that class who prefer physical power to But: then how many of us ever say witty or wise things Blitzen" to himself so often.
Why is this so? Well, chiefly, I should say, because
poetry. The same may be said of Miss Adele Margulies, with onr English language? Is it not generally a friendly
we try to teach too many things at once. It is an easy
who, without having the bravura qnalities of Miss Aus der commonplace that we talk?
You say that we should spend our precious time in thing to completely befuddle a grown person with such a.
Dhe, is just as dry. Miss Cecilia Gaul and Miss Jessie
Pinney are two young artistes of whom we should be learning the great music of Bach, Beethoven and such nnmber of diverse things which we suddenly plunge a
proud, for their talents equal their modesty, which is great. men. This may be very edifying, but 40w would it do child into on beginning piano lessons. In the first few
Seldom heard in public, they nevertheless are two if we applied the same rule to our conversations in the lessons, we unfold t9 them staves, lines, spaces, bars,
splendid players, and everything they do is stamped with English language. Are we to carryon our daily house- signatures, clefs, scales, meanings of the words clefs
hold talk with quotations from Homer and Matthew scales, fingering, sharps, fiats, key notes, braces, slurs:
true artistic ability.
I might write the same of Mrs. Morgan and Miss Arnold? Shall we repress a child when he greets u:,.. and a thousand minute. directions as to the position of the
Eleanor Garrigue, the former for her lovely touch and with a "good morning n by saying: "Hush, my boy, hands. All this we call music. Is it any wonder that
tone, and the latter for the earnest musical feeling that Shakespeare has said that much better I'? See Hamlet, any sensible child, in four lessons, will hate music with
inextinguishable hatred?
permeates all her efforts. Madame Madeleine Schiller, p. 42, No. 60.

[For THE ETUDE.]

NOTES FROM A TEAOHER'S DIARY.
For a couple of days, and to-day for the first time, she
plays five consecutive notes really legato.
The Ratr II Fileuae." I was glad to see Mr. Mathews
speak of it as it deserves, as a really invaluable teaching
piece, if properly used.
The well-known Dupont Gavotte in G minor is very
useful with such a case I for there is enough polyphony,
although sugar coated.
There is a set of six pieces (Op. 2.) by Sa1'an, three of
which are of great help to me in my teaching.
They are
difficult, but keep up the pupil's interest to the end.
Speaking of the Raff II Fileuse 11 brings to mind his
Mu.hrchan, almost as great a treasure (to one who is
tryiug to increase the independence of the three middle
fingers).
Moscheles' Study, Op. 70, No.7, I use a great deal, not
only as a trill exercise, but also for the polyphonic
playing that it demands (look at the second bar, even
in the right hand).
Never let a pnpil be able to say that he has been with
you six months. withont making at least the acquaintance
of the Ba.ch II Inventions," if he is able to play the notes
of them decently well.
The Bach pieces in No. 20@ of the Peters edition are
very interesting, and
good fun" to practice.
But
probably the best edition of the smaller pieces is that of
Franz Kullak (published by THE ETUDk:).
It is almost exciting to see the light begin to dawn on
a pupil to whom you are explaining the mysteries of the
II syncopated
ped1l.l." The first II Song without Words"
of Mendelssohn is a good piece to try it on.
(October 15th.) I have to day been more convinced
than ever (if that were possible) of the good that can
come from the exercises to cultivate the oDe:rlapping
legato.
I simply make the pupil play the C scale,
cOllnting one, two. three on every tone but overlappina
each tone one full counting. so that on one!l of each
measure there are two keys down.
In fact, from the observation of pupils who come to
me, I should say that the study of polyphonic music, even
of the simplest kind, was avoided rather than sought for
II

II
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by most teachers.
The other day 11 young girl produced
for her piece, to show what she could do, the Durand
waltz in E flat (of course a tune in one hand, and in the
other the usual one-two· three bass} it was played, as
usual, with stiff and weak fingers and chiefly from the
forearm. It was amusing but depressing to see how
utterly the little Rubinstein Romance in E flat II floored"
her; simply because she had not only a soprano but an
alto, also, to play with her right hand at the same time.

THE OOOASIONAL OORRESPONDENOE OF A
MUSIO TEAOHER.
BY J. C.
CONCERNING

FILLMORE.

VULGARITY

IN

MUSIC.

To A STRANGER:DEAR SIR:-I
have received your letter, protesting
against my use of the t.erms II coarse II and II vulgar II as
applied to certain popular music and to the taste which
relishes such music. You think roy condemnation too
sweeping. both of the music and of the refined And
cultivated people who enjoy· what you, as well as I, hold
to be trash.
Allow me, first of all, to suggest, as to the latter point,
that there are various stages of the process of refinement, and that a man may have made considerable progress from barbarism, while he still retains marked
traces of coarse and vulgar habits. I have seen a musician, whom I greatly esteem for his professional attainments, ability, intellectual power and moral character,
blow his nose with his unprotected fingers, as coolly as
ifhandkerchiefs had never been invented.
This man is
a refined gentleman in most of his behavior, but a bar·
barian as to this particular habit. It is a survival from
unrefined ancestry and early habit. So people may be
more or less refined in many ways, and still be barbarians
in their musical taste ." You mnst know, as well as I, that
this is actually the case as regards a very large proper
tiou of college- bred men, professors, clergymen and
others. Up to within a very few years, there were
almost no American colleges which did anything to
speak of for the development of musical appreciation in
their undergraduates.
In fact the resthetic element,
even as regards literature, was mostly left out of our
so-called II higher education."
But the main point, to my thinking, is this: the worst
form of vulgarity is not simply bad taste j it is bad taste
combined with a willingness to remain ignorant of what
is better. It is a coarse and vulgar taste which finds
pleasur~ in a cheap chromo, and finds none in a painting
into which a great master has put the best resources of
his genius. The same must be said of the taste which
en~oys a blood and thunder novel by a cheap, sensational
wnter, and finds no satisfaction in the masterpieces of
literature.
Why, then, should anyone resent the statement that the taste which prefers doggerel verses, set to
cheap, ~ha~low, mach}ne-made music, to noble hymns
set to dignified, devotional tunes IS acoarse and vulgar
taste? It cutainly is so, whoever may object to the
statement.
The people who have such musical taste
may be refined in other ways, and may be very estimable
people, but they are barbarians as to this. Of conrse
whoever says so may be charqed with discourtesy.
But
~o.may anybody who says it IS vulgar to squirt tobacco
JUice on the floor of a horse car, to be swept by ladies'
skirts. The people who do so do not like to be told
that they are not refined; but that does not alter the
fact.
Now, whether a man who has bad taste in music is
hopelessty vulgar or not, depend::. on his mental attitude.
If he glories in his bad taste, as some do, turns up his
nose at better things, and sneers at people who know
good music when they hear it, as II dudish" and" aris·
tocratic," there is very little hope for him. There is
a very wise injunction agaiust casting pearls before a
certain class of animals. Let them het'd together and
enjoy their swill, and let cleaner oues keep out of the
sty.
But, if a man really aspires to appreciat~the best he is
capable of, his taste may be crude, but it will not be
hopelessly vulgar. The essence of vulgarity is in preferring bad to good, in being content with the worst when
the best may be had.
. Let m~ hasten, howe,:,er, to remove one misapprehenSiOn whl~~ ~eem.s. to he at the bott.om of your disap·
proval.
SImpllClty 11 and" vulganty,"
are not synonymous terms.
Home, Sweet Home," "The Last
Rose of Summerl!! ,I Bonny Doon,ll and many other
song-s whose charm is perennial, are simple, but they are
as far removed from coarseness as anything can be. You
seem t? think I affirm vulgarity of everybody who cannot enJOY a fugue. But it is no more possible for the
majority of busy men and women to learn to understand
thoroughly a great fugue, as a musician understands it
than it is for me to understand the calculations of tb~
Astrouomer Royal. as he understands them. Life is too
short, and the field of knowledge is too broad, for any
one man to understand everything. One has to choose
what he must leave out, and a great many people can
II

wisely leave out fugue. But, because one's knowledge
of any given department is necessarily incomplete, or
even rudimentary, it does not follow that he is vulgar. or
even that he has bad taste. One's taste may be good
and one's appreciation genuine as far as it goes, even
though it should not go very far. And, above all, one
who has not acquired a perception of the difference
between good e.nd bad may be modest enough to assume
that there may be others who do, and may refrain from
insisting that the judgments of those who do .know shall
yield to his ignorance.
And he may earnestly seek to
improve his taste to the full measure of his ability and
opportunity.
So shall the taste of our children be saved
from hopeless corruption, and good taste and intelligence
be promoted.
I remain, sir, yours very truly,

OATEOHISM.
The following questions and answers are characteristic
of a class of teachers of music found throughout the
country j one need not go out into the wild West to find
them:Question. Why should a child study music?
Answer. To support the teacher.
Q. What sort of a teacher deserves best to be recommended?
A. The one that charges least, talks loudest and abuses
his fellow-teachers most.
Q. What is the music teacher's first duty?
A. To teach the child how to playa tune "
Q. How "do teachers manage to get along so well with
parents?
A. They promise everything, pretend to knoweverything, while in reality they can do nothing well.
Q. What instruction book should the pupil use?
A. Why, the one she has, of course. That saves her
the expense of buying a new one.
Q. What is the use of an inst-ruction book?
..4. To show the teacher how to teach.
Q. How is the child to use its hands?
A. Let her wave them gracefully j that pleases the
people.
Q. Which piano is the best?
A. The one that pays me the largest percentage for
my recommendation.
,
Q. What sort of questions should the teacher ask the
pupil?
A. Only such questions as can be answered by II yes II
and "no."
Q. What is the chief aim of a musical education?
A. To flatter the parents and give the Miss a position
n fashionable society.
Q. What is the teacher to do if the child dislikes scales
.nd exercises?
A. Why, he should not bother the child with them.
Q. Should the teacher read musical journals?
A. No! Never! _They are restless sort of things.
toed for nothing!
They nev2!r et a teacher aloue and
re always up to new-fangled
tions.
Q. Should pupils read mus cal journals?
A. Gracious, no I They are sure to want to play the
[lOsic.in them, and that prevents me from selling them
:1llythlUg.
Q. Should pupils study classical music?
A. By no means! That makes them appea.r stupid
before others.
Q. Which system of vocalization do you use?
A. My own! The rest are all humbugs.
Q. Whose music do you like best, Bach's or Handel's?
A. Yes.
. Q. How soon do you allow your pupils to pla.y in pubhc?
A. In the second term always. A teacher who can't
accomplish thiil is a fraud.
Q. Whose instruction book do you recommend?
A. The one I always used. It is an old book to be
sure, but then it is like my big arm chair. It is easy for
l

me.

Q. Do you advocate cultivating a child's taste, or do
you try to please parents ?
A. Always stick to the old folks; they pay the bills
They ought to be pleased.
Don't you think so?
.
Q. Why do you teach?
A. Because [can't do anything else.
Q. Do you like your pupils?
A. Yes, if they don't worry me, and if their bills are
promptly paid.
Q. You know Mr. A.? Is he aqood teacher?
A. No, sir; all teachers in thIS town are frauds
present company, of course, excepted.
'
Q. Have you ever composed any music?
A. Yes, I have written some Sunday·scbool music.
Q. Why don't you attempt something greater?
A. That's so. Never thought of that. Guess I will
write an oratorio, something like the II Messiah."
Q. Who was your teacher?
A. Myself.-KARL MERz in Muswal World.
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29 West St" Boston, Mass.

1. My Lady's Bower
2. In the Chimney Corner

Temple.
Cowen.

8. I Cannot Help Loving Thee
4. May Days

J ulea Jordan.
Merkel.
.

6. Valse, Op, 17, No

Moassoweki.

ETUDE.

Mazurka, though this latter is less clear in form, and in
harmony shows more of what. seems atraimng after
effect. 'I'he truth is, that Chopin has so ~ncompara~ly
surpassed everybody else in the domm,n. of Polish
music, botb as regards form and characte~lshc content,
that a young composer is at an overwhelming
dieadvantage in entering this field. Almost ~nywhere else .the
inevitable comparisons are less trym~ and possible
failures less conspicuous and less untortunate .. Mr.
Porter evidently had nothing new to say on these subjects,
and would have been more fortunate if he had chosen
almost any other for the exercise of his abilities. He
would do well to cultivate the classical, and especiall,Y
the polyphonic forms! until he is perfectly sure of b;s
ground and knows just what he can do and what h1S
talents amount to. Meanwhile, he deserves encouragement.

Mr. Stevens can well be complimented on these
editions. They are models of music typography: No.1
is a reprint of a!1 English song,. the m,elady bngh,t and
pleasing and at tames lull of genuine feeling. No.2 lS one
of the simpler songs of Cowen. It 18 III ballad. form,
while the construction is faultless, the harmonies removed from the commonplace.
The piece lacks inspiration and will not rise above the 1000 other songs
which are thrown on the musical market. No.3. This
song is by an American, a teacher of the voic7 in Prov~- THE CHILD PIANIST,
By MRS. J. S. CURIYEN. J.
dence, R. I. Mr. Jordan bas lately come Into promICunwEN & SONS,London! England.
nence as a song writer. This song, for contralto or
baritone, sustains his growing reputation. No 4. is a_n It is hardly possible to commend Mrs. Cnrwen!s 'Y0r~
excellent piece for teaching, carefully fingered by. Loms too highly. The method pursued is based on the prmCIMaas. The pieces can be taken after the studies by pie that, to teach anything so complicated, .and that deDuvernoy, Op. 120. No.5. Showy, brilliant, m.odern mands so many simultaneous mental operatIOns, as playand not easy. Suitable for commencement exerCIse or ing the piano, one thing at a time must be taught. Nearconcert room. 'l'his edition is to be recommended. It ly all the exercises are in the form of duets f?r teacher
and pupil. Experience has proved that tbls for~ of
is closely edited by Louis Mass.
exercise is, in many respects, the most useful, cultlvat·
O. DITSON& Co., Boston, Mass.
•
Fade, Fade eacb Earthly Joy"
F. W. Crandall, Op. 1. ing, as it does, the sense ofrhytbm an~ time, and a!so the
'I Poor Wounded Heart."
"
II
Op.4. musical taste of the pupil when, as IS the case 1D the
These works-of wbich tbe first is a sacred song for present work, the exercises are of musical, as well as
.Boprano and bass solos and quartet, the second a secular technical excellence. The borrowing of some of the
song, set to words by Thomas Moore-are somewhat nomenclature of the Tonic sol·fa system may be open to
lacking in unity as respects form! but havE!'broad an.d criticism. Still, the author's experience as a teacher
expressive melodies and smoothly· flowing accompam- may have made her feel justified in doing so. With the
ments. Both are quite easy. The Op. 1 would have assistance of the" guide," any intelligent per~on, with
been improved by the addition of a little more contra- a slight musical knowledge mi~bt, by devoting a few
minutes daily to the task, lay With ease the foundat~on
puntal elaboration, especially in the accompaniment.
of a musical education in a yonng·child, thereby spaTlng
SONG AND BALLADS.
By FANNY RAYMOND'it the disgust and drudgery that are too often the only
RITTER. F. W. CHRISTERN,254 Fifth Ave., New results of the Ol'dinary methods of teaching the piano.
York, N. Y.
H. A. CLAHKril.
Mrs. Fanny Raymond-Ritter, who is, ~erhaps, best TWO SONGS. By W. L. BLUMFlNSCHE1N.
Op. 18.
known as a writer by her fine translation of Schumann's
Cleveland,O.: J. H. ROGERS& Co.
H Music and Musicians,"
a work that has won its place
1. WOMAN'SLon:.
as a classic, has recently brought out a volume of poems
2. A CURIOUSCmCUMsTANCE.
entitled
Songs and Ballads."
Mrs. Raymond- Ritter
These songs can be heartily commended for refined
displays in these poems an uncommon originality of sentiment and for pleasing themes attractively presented.
ideas and imagination, great beauty of diction, and A more complete artistic effect would have been produced
versification so musical tbat it sings itself. Judging from in the second song if it had been composed throughout
the number oflanguages from wbich the division called (dw'ckcomponirt) as in the German Lieder, as the
Transcriptions" is drawn, Mrs. Ritter must be are·
phrases for the horn! which are very effective in first
markable lingnist.
stanza, are not so appropriate in second. Both songs
A few of the poems are, as one migbt expect, on are much above the average. For tcnor or soprano.
musical subjects; a group of sonnets which are striking LITTLE PHELUDE AND FUGUE in E minor. By
in form and expression, a short poem entitled I' St.
FRANK ADDISONPORT£It. Published by the New
Cecilia!" which is an exquisite idealizat.ion of"\ tbat
England Conservatory of Music, Boston! Mass.
favorite saint of musicians, and a strong and dramatic
For teaching purposes, which is its evident intention,
ballad of French Canadian life. The poems are, how- this composition for the practical advancement oftecbever, so uniform in excellence that it is difficult to specify nic is worth a score of pieces of the parlor-music type,
particular favorites.
in which the monophonic gtyle predominates. Aside
The eharming little volume is ~otten up in such an from the mere study of the form, which can be made
elegant style that it will prove a very appropriate selec- interesting and stimulating to the thought of the pupil,
tion for a Christmas Gift.
the"technical training in thinking music with either hand!
FROMARmUR P. SCHMIDT,& Co., Boston.
the left as well as the right, is of great valne.
1. Suite in D minor, Op. 15. Arthur Foote.
Here the melodic designs and subjects, though simple
(a.) Prelude and Fugue.
enougb in construction, are such as to catch and hold the
(b) Romance.
pupil's interest, besides possessing real mnsicat value.
(c) Capriccio.
To earnest teachers of the piano this work is beartily
Mr. Foote, in this work, shows afresh the talent already commended for pupils of moderate attainments.
displayed in his previous compositions in the field of
ELEMENTARY
PIA·
piano·forte and chamber music, and also the skill of an THEORETICO·PRACl'ICAL
NO·FORTE SCHOOL. By H. GERMER
.. EDWARD
experienced master. His Prelude has well-defined and
SCHUIlEltTH
& Co., New York! N. Y.
well-contrasted ideas, the form is clear, and the style
A WORKof positive merit. It proceeds in a logical
forcible and effective. The fugue is in three voice parts.
It has an excellent subject, well adopted to contrapuntal manner, and blends the useful with amusing. The work
treatment. The answer is somewhat freely constructed! is divided into three grades, lower, middle, and upper.
beginning not with the original tonic in answer to the The lower does not attempt anything toward technic, but
dominant, but with the dominant of the dominant, de- deals only in notes and timc, and simple pieces in the key
parting, in this respect, from the requirements of the of C. It plainly advances notes before time. The whole
books. But it is a very good and effective answer, whether of the first chapter is in eight notes. The idea of interit meets the approval of old-fashioned critics or not. val is taught in this first chapter.
One feature is carried
The counterpoint is skillful, the modulations are well which deserves empbasis. Only one staff is employed in
managed, the streUo is excellent, and the whole is all early instruction. The two parts are written on one
worked np to an effective climax.
staff, or the teacher plays the second part. This is as it
The Romance, which follows it, in F major, is a beauti- should be. The work progresses slow enongh for the
fullyric piece, clearly written, well defined in form, and most backward of scholars.
forms an admirable foil for the polyphonic work which
The second part is given up cbiefly to technical work.
precedes it.
Scales are introduced, one with each new chapter.
The closing Capriccietto is in D minor. It begins with Wrist exercises receive attention. More attention to time
ll. lively motive in t time, allegretto.
The middle part is given. The whole of this part is very thougbtfnlly un·
has a well contrasted-lyric theme, partly in t and partly folded. Each new difficulty has its preparation. The
in 1- time, and then the first part is repeated, with raised upper part is merely a continuation of the second, only
treatment and an effective climax. The whole work is that difficulties are gre'ater. The exercises and pieces are
admirably written and is a credit to American musician- all short! and where selections are made from familiar
ship.
composers, only part of the pieces is given, when the
BOSTONMUSICCOMPANY.
whole would encumber the work. The work is one that
C. H. PoanR., Op. 6; 1, Polnnaise, 2. Mazurka.
any thoughtful teacher would use, and we bespeak for it
No.1, in B flat, is spirited and very well written. It an extended popularity in this conntry. It was written with
has the cbaracteristic rhythm and the accepted form of the cooperation of B. Boekelman, of New'York, one of
tbe Polonaise, but not much of the spirit of that most the most painstaking and experienced teachers in this
ideal of dances.
Much tbe same i8 to be said of the country.
lj
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CONCERT PROGRAMMBS.
scale was originated, you say tbat this lead to the melodic
scale, yet you had just outlined tbe ?armoll~c min.or scale
TARANTBLLE.
and no other. Finally, you say,
The time Will ~ome Beethoven Anniversary of Jessie N. Beckmam, Kenton,
wben the minor scale will be as dead as the medieeval
1.
Ohio.
modes."
--Hark I bark I
Sonata, Op. 13, Adagio, Rondo; Piano Duet, Sonata
As
to
these
first
propositions,
some
of
them
are,
doubtHark I what a tramping of feet
less, sound, as, for example, the remark about the pen' B flat Rondo j Piano, Sonatina in G, No. 1 i Two
And what shouting!
tatone scale' certain others are eurprismg , such as the Piano~, Fur Elise; Vocal, "Adelaide i" Piano, Rondo!
See down in the valley the villagers dancing.
Op. 51, No.1 j Piano Duet, Menuetto Allegretto, from
They hop and they skip, and they spin and they spring; explanation ~f the Greek Do-rian mode, but the whole- fourth Symphony; Vocal;. Two Pianos, M~nuet, Theme
sale condemnation of the minor scale is enough to make
Both old ones and young ones are merrily prancing i
Plano, Sonatina in F, No, 2 j
Bach, Beethoven, WagutJr. & Co. turn _over in .the!r et val' from Septette;
Naught equals their steps' irresistible swing.
graves. Now, as to the Doric scale; your explanation IS Piano,' Concerto in C, No.1, Cadenza by Mcecbeles.
The handsome, the ugly! the lithe, and the heavy,
so ntterly at variance with all the knowledge upon \he Callahan College, Des Moines, Iowa, J. Henry Smith,
The tall and the small, and the stout and the lank,
subject which I have been able to find III the English
Musical Director.
All join in a noisy and frolicsome bevy,
language, that I am constrained to infer tbfl;t it is s0l.D;e Galop Chromatique, Lisst ; Nocturne, Op. 37, No.1,
With ne'er a distinction of age or of rank,
new
departure
in
German
theorizing.
I
believe
that
this
See how the sweet maidens their ribbons are tossing,
Chopin i Concert Polka, J. H. Smith j The Two Larks,
new theory of reciprocal scales, and of the c.ounting ?ow,n Leschetizky; Waltz, Op. 18, Satter j Songs-(a)
And round after round will unloosen their hair,
When
from
E
to
E,
is
advanced
by
Dr.
Hugo
Rlemann.
III h1S
Now glide they about, now straight tbrough are they
You Slept, (b) I hardly Know, Kjerulfj Cachoucharecent
work
j
am I right? It scarcely need be said that
crossing;
tbe usual and generally accepted teaching upon the Caprice, RatYj Last Hope, Gottschalk j Othello, StraTheir mirth and their laughter ring high in the air:
kosch; La Bl1mboula, Gottschalk j Song- Wby Are Red
Doric scale is, in brief, as follo~s :..
The boys, gay but awkward, are clumsily thumping
It is the most stately and warhke, most religIOUS, most Roses Red? Melnotte; Piano Duet- W m. Tell! GottsTheir heels, at each step coming down with a thud;
manly of the ~odes used by. the Gr:eks, and was .an chalk.
Now running o'er one, against another one bumping,
eight-toned senes of sounds estImated from D to D, With Detroit Conservatory of Music. Piano Recital by Julius
Now sweeping them all with the might of a flood.
the large and small seconds arranged precisely as they
v: Seyler, pupil of J. H. Hahn.
How brimful oflife is the sound of their voices J
wonld occur if our scale of C natural were read from the
Sonata, Op. 53, (Waldstein), Beethoven j A.llegro Con
How bold and defiant the look of their eyes 1
supertonic D to the same above. This assert~o~ is made Brio, Introduzione-Molto
Adagio, Rondo Allegretto
Yet tender their smiles to the maids of their choices,
with tbe utmost clearness by Grove's new dictIonary of Moderato;
4-ria.-Ah!
S'estinto,. Mercadante. (f~om
Yet loving the song they fling up to the skies.
music, which is, I believe, conceded to be the best and
Donna Caritea,") Mrs. Charles Wilght2; (a) Splllnhed,
But now see, when none are watching,
most recent authority in the En,glish language.
There Joseffy; (b) Etude, in F Sharp, Op. 2, .No.6, Henaelt;
Two by two they steal away;
is a fugue in a toccata of Bach dist.inctly entitled Dorisch . (c) Serenata, Op. 15, No.1, Moszkowski; (d) Gavo.t1e,
Strange to say, the fever!s catching j
But the mystification grows still greater when I find you Op.28, in G Minor, Niemann; Songs:-(a) Ah I 'fls a
More are going, where, I pray?
merely locating the Doric between E and E, but read- Dream, Hawley; (b) Cradle Song, Noms, (Mt8.Wrl.gbt)i
'Tis the hour when daylight's fading,
ing it downward, not a hint of which is elsewhere found, Rhapsodie Hongroise, No. 12, Liszt; Conce~·to III A
When young heads are full of love;
and last of all using for the Doric the precise letters and minor, Op. 16, Grieg i Orchestral accompamment
on
Tender feelings are pervading,
'
inte~vals empl'oyed for the Phrygian.
As to reading tbe Second Piano.
Hearts below and stars above.
scales downward, as well as upward, I heartily approve ?f
Two by two rather flee
that idea, and I have been accustomed for.years! both. III Piano Recital of the Mount Carroll Seminm'y, flUnois.
From the spies' searching glance,
Madame Fannie Bloomfield.
.
my own musical thinking and in my teachmg, to reqUlre
Rather love and be free
an equal amount of reading downward both in chords and
(a) Bach-Tausig-Toccato
and Fuge, D minor i (b)
Than to dance.
scales j but why do you need to say that this constitutes a Scarlatti-Tausig, Pastorale j (c) Beethoven, Sonata AplI.
new scale, with new harmonic laws? This is not easy to passionata. i (a) Schumann, Bird as Prophet j (b) MenLo! Lo!
see. Of course we are all glad of any new ligbt on the delssohn, Scherzo j (c) Leschetizky, Nocturne;
(d)
Lo! what a change in the play,
perplexed subject of musical theory. But it seems to Chopin, Nocturne, C minor; (e) Etude, C majorj (f)
And what silence J
me tbat our tone theorists are singularly prone to forget Andante Spianato and Polonaise; (a) Strauss-Gruen~eld,
Of elfins the wings are mysteriously flitting,
tbat in the language of tones, as in the language of Persian March j (b) Rubinstein, Barcarolle j (c) Llszt,
And noiseless encircle the scene of the dance j
words, usage is the Czar, and that such a thing as a com- Rhapsodie Hongroise, No. 12.
Their motions they seem to a tune to be fitting,
plete graduated pocket rn1e, fitted to the exact measureAnd trance born, themselves to succumb to the trance. ment
of every delicacy, does not exist. After all, the Conservatory of Music, Lincoln University. Mrs. Bessie
See them imitating the swaying of maidens,
Hough Puselman, Director.
reason
why the emphasis of the dominant seventh, by
TQ.eir skipping about and their tossing of hair;
Album Leaf, Kirchner; Golden Spray, Drumheller;
:Monteverde, bas become an inherent law of the music
You'd wager the ghost ofa musical cadence
of the last two bundred years, insomuch that there is Ye Birds with Grateful Voices, Gumbert; (a) Scherzo.
Alone for the elfins vibrates in the air j
Heller j Joyful Peasant,
to our ears no coherency or completeness at all withont KuUak; (b) II Penseroso,
And among them some seem to be wildly bounding,
Erl King,
it, is that it sOjnds well. Mendelssohn, who was the ne Schumann Hartl i Tit for Tat, Pontet;
Behaving themselves jnst like clumsy young men;
plus ultm of clear-headed, sch<,Jlarly composers, ~~ed Schubert·Lisztj Home to our Mount,!-ins, Verdi j BubReality thus with sheer vision confounding,
to say" it sounds well, and that IS the reason for wrltIng bling Spring, Rive-King j Schlummerlied, Schumann;
They give us a show which no language can pen.
(a) On the Sea, Frederick;
(b) The Homeland, A. S.
it so."
Darker and darker the night's quickly growing,
.
I am familiar with the fact that pupils seem smitten Sullivan.
Elfins and spirits are now indistinct j
with softening of the brain when the minor scale is Alfred University, Alfred Centre, N. Y:, W. William3,
Only dark waves throngh the night are felt flowing,
under consideration, and am acquainted with the in·
Musical Director.
Strangely to rhythm and to cadence yet link'd:
genious investigations which have been expended upon
But now say, tell me, pray,
Fantasia,
C
minor,
Mozart i II Oh 1 Rest in the
this
vexed
question,
but
I
must
frankly
admit
that
to
me
What is the name of this play?
there is little, if any, difficulty either in the minor scale, Lord," Mendelssohn j Song, The Carnival of Venice,
For children of Italy nothing can equal
considered as a generator of melody, or in the same Benedict j Grand Valse Brilliante, Op. 18, Chopin j
The boisterous fun of their national dance i
Resurrection,"
Shelly j Duet, I, Flow
minor scale as a generator of harmony.
Why, for Song, "The
Its frenzy, its madness, its amorous sequel,
Parry;
Song, "When the Heart is
instance, should not the minor key have the two domi- Gently, Deva,"
Of life! the short pleasures for them do enhance,
nant harmonies, with their coincident modulations; they Young," Buck j "My Native Land," Hawley.
They will spring on, they will swing on,
are botb logical, and both beautiful. Now, as to your Female 60llege, Beaver, Pa., W. H. T. Aborn, Musical
As if moved by magic spell :
closing remark, that the minor scale is destined to grow
They will dance on, they will prance on,
Director.
obsolete, I can scarcely believe tbat you are serious. If
With might and main,
Impromptu,
Op.
29,
Ballade,
Op. 38, Chopin j Forget
I could spell a whistle of astonishment, incrednlity and
At thy sweet strain,
deprecation, whew·w-w·ew / or the like, and utter it so Me Not, Von Suppe j Concerto, No. 14, Piano and Oro Tarantelle I
A. BlDEZ.
loud that it would ring over the United States like the chestra, Mozartj Ca) Romanza, Cadenza Hummel i (b)
tone of an Aerophone, I should, here and now,.spell, utter Rondo j Spinning Chorus (from Flying Dutchman),
AN OPBN LETTBR TO J. C. FILLMORB.
Wagner-Romance,
Op. 5, Tschaikowski j Intermezzo,
and discharge that syllable.
Op. 1O!No.3, Brahms j Serenata, Op. 15, Moszkowski;
When
I
remember
that
the
Pathetic
Sonata,
the
MoonCrNCINNATTI,
Ohio! January 5th, 1888.
light and the Appassionata, the Les Adieux, and the op. Variations, Op. 4, Aborn; Ave Maria (Violin Obligato),
My DEAR FILLMORE: It is not needed by so long-tried 3 of Beethoven are all in minor keys, I am ready to Millard; Varia.tion,Op. 35, (Duo, 2 Pianos) C. Saintand esteemed a friend as you, that I shall preface this cry out, with Paul,
God forbid," but Bach would come Saens, <IUn Theme de Beethoven "-Cal Tempo di Minuremonstrance with laudatory words' or honey' coat dis· and hit the innovator with his great G minor fugue, Men- etto, (b) Molto Allegro, (c) Alia Marcia funebre, (d)
sent with commendation, but one thing I must say, by delssohn would strangle him with his loveliest organ son- Fuga (Alleg'u).
way of corner-stone npon which to erect my opinions, atas, and then gently chloroform him to death witb his
and for the purpose of setting the reader's mind at the dreamy barcarolles, and as for the modern firm of Chopin, Recital by Pupils of Miss Georgia Purington, Paducah
Ky.
right point of view, viz.: That I am aware of your deep Schumann, Wagner & Co., how could they send us the large
Evening- Hymn, Three-part Chorus, Concone j Song
learning in theory of old and modern date, having often shipments of their discoveries in the spice-isles withont
W~dding Marcb, Four
talked with you personally in former years, and having the swelling and fluttering sails of this same illogical without words, H. Lichner;
listened with wrapped attention to your novel and sug· minor mode? The minor scale may be the result of a Hands, Adolf Jensen i Le Printemps, Fr. Chopin j The
gestive remarks at the M. T. N. A. at Boston, in the blunder, but half the wonderful discoveries in science Frost, Sung by five little girls, G. F. Root, Marche de
Summer Fancies, Three·part
summer of 1886. I read in the December issue of THE were blunders, and were unintentional, while nature also Nuit, L. M. Gottscbalk;
ETUDE,1887, a reply by you to one of the teacher's let- comes to remind us that tbe pearl is a disease of the Chorus, Olivier Metra; Polonaise, Op. 40, No.1,
Song, "What's
Your Opinion?
Dudley
ters, which both puzzles and amazes me. The question oyster. No one can question that many-things are yet Chopin;
to which the answer was given, was this: "Was the to be discovered in music, for has not Wagner shown us Buck; Carnation, H. Lichner j Rakoczi March, Six
Distant Chimes, Three-part
minor mode nsed before the major came into use?!l To how the keys that once stood as foreign and hostile Hands, Von Th. Herbertj
which you say. 10 This is also a question which, probably, powers ,can be brought into a brotherly congress of Chorus, S. Glover j Wayside Inn, R. Schumann j
Music! Four Hands,
Men·
cannot be answered.
The oldest scales we know of are nations, and Delibes, in a smaller sphere, equally original, Overture fur Harmonie
five-toned, and are opposed, or, rather, are reciprocal in has shown bow our keys and tone systems can be made delssohn; Tulip Polka, H. Lichner i Song, Beware I .J.
character."
Again,'You say, liThe favorite scale of the new by orientalization! but let us thank God that the E. Perring; March from Tannhauser, Franc Burgmiillerj
Greeks was their Doric, like this: E-D-C-B-A-G-F-E.'!
Calm and Lovely the Evening Hour, Three-part
sublime minor scale, which has brought us so many
Again, "Our so-called minor scale is the result of a precious cargoes, will not be laid away on the shore as a Chorus, Franz Abt; Movement Perpetual, Von Weber j
blundering attemp$ to revive the Doric scale in Christian useless hulk, at last, while we short-lived individuals are Le Petit Carnival, Four Hands, L. Streabbog j Abends,
J. Raff; Ring the Lily Bells, Three-part Chorus, W. F.
music. "
yet in this world of uncertainty and strife.
Af~er describing the strange way in which the minor
J aRN 8. VAN CLEVE. Sudd'.
[For THE ETUDE.]

QUES.-You mentioned in one of the late ETUDES
something of the MelographCan you give further information ?-A. 8.
ANS.-' The melograph of M. Carpentier] by which
usical compositions are written down or registered, has
now been supplemented by a U melotrope 11 from the .same
inventor, which enables them to be played automatically
in any key. For this purpose the melograph bands fl;re
perforated, and caused .to operate the melotrope; an Illenioua instrument, which we need not full~ describe and
~hich is still in its experimental stage.. With the melograph and melotrope it is now.posslb.1e to register an
improvisation or a pIece of classIC mUSICand reproduce
it automatically."
..
This is what Engineer says, and we WIll supplement It
by saying that the' n;'e.lotrope" will b~repla:ced by an
infinite series at stnvmgs after the 1mpossible. Tbe
mere registration of sound occurrences IS not of any
particnlar valne and that is all that any" dumb beast"
can do. We ca~ see no necessity for removing stumbling
blocks from the path of mediocrity, and ways and means
are already at hand for record.ing the divine th0!1g;hts of
genius. The musician who IS unable. .or unwIl~JDg ~o
traverse the path which leads to ability to wrIte hiS
tboughts before playing them will never amount to anything, even when aided by a machine.
I

lI

QUEs.-Please answer in THE ETUDEif, in Gottschalk's
" Dying Poet! 1! the soft pedal is only to be use~ for one
phrase at the 80th measure, or to be taken agalO at the
88th measure. By answering you will greatlyoblige.-J.
ANs.-The directions given for the pedals are general.
The two peclll.lscan be used at measure 80, and co!,tinue
until tbe 85th, 88th! or the next 8 measures follOWing. It
is a matter of taste entirely. ]f played on square piano
the una corda pedal had better not be used. The mark
2 Ped,r is merely a hint to etrJploy both pedals, but the
exact way in which the)' are to be used is If'ft 10 tbe judgment of the player. This whole composition needs a
careful revision.
I,

QUF.s.-Cannot works on counterpoint and orchestral
mUf:icbe written withont the use of the old clefs called
the C fiefs.
AKs.-THE C clefs are used in all complete orcbestral
scores. Acquaintance with them is, therefore, desirable
and necessary for every musician who has occasion to refer
to orchestral music. Even in forming an acquaintance
with chamber music the pianist needs to become familiar
with them if be is to be able to read any other than the
piano and violin parts, because the C clef is used in both
the viola and violoncello parts. Therefore, in studying
trios, quartets and quintets for the piano and stringed
instruments, a good degree of familiarity with these clefs
is indispensable.
In writing counterpoint exercises the tasks are made
unnecessarily difficult if one bas yet to hecome acquainted
with these clefs. They should be made familiar before
beginning counteTpoint in connection with the study of
Harmony, and by means of special exercises in reading
music from orchestral scores, or from trios and quartets
for piano and strings. The question will not then arise,
or certainly not with so much urgency, "Why use the
C clef?"
Throngh familiarity with the C clefs, the examples of
the old masters are made accessible to the student, and
without a good degree of facility in reading in them these
examples would prove of little value.
It isyet an open question! however, wbether, if suitable
text books were provided, the study of counterpoint
migbt not be greatly simplified. One means of simplification would be discarding the use of the C clefs. This
can certainly be safely done if the best examples be
properly collected and introduced in a suitable course.

II

II

How shall we ~xplain the 4ifference between the regl~lar phrases, whlch form sectlOns and periods, and the
little phrases cansed by slurs sometimes three is one
measure?
STUDENT.
I do. not see that we need to "explain"
them. A
phrase IS any fragment of melody which has a well.defined motion and repose. "It makes sense but not
complete sense." Phrases may be long or ;hort. A
n~mber of very short phrases (motives) may be comblUed to make uP. a two,or three-measure phrase which
makes half a sectIOn or clause. These are simply facts,
analogous to the facts Qf language. Phrases in English
may be long .or s~ort, and one or more short phrases
m~y?e combmed mto a longer phrase, which makes a
prmCIpa~ co.mponent ~f a cl!1us~. The n explanation"
of them .IS slmply t.he lDvestlgatlOn of the psychological
la~s which determme the forms of expression. When a
wr.lter (or composer) can make his meaning clearer by
usmg short phrases, he may do so. When the longer
phrase suits his purpose better, he may use that.
J. C. F.
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ETUDEo
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A DISCUSSION ON PIANO-FORTE STUDY,
AT the meeting of the Canadian Society of Musicians, a
lively debate occurred which called forth some valuable
thoughts from the members present. We append a few ex-

tractat-eIn these days the all-absorbing
thought in connection
with the study of the piano is technic, always technic.
Of course it is a most important study; it is one ofthe indispensable attributes of good piano playiug.
Without
good technical execution, the performer's feeling and fire
will not avail him much.
The style of his playing must,
without good technic, be imperfect, just as a thought,
be it ever so beautiful, if it is clothed in poor language,
will not leave the impression
it otherwise would have
done.
So, therefore, a good technic is, as I said before, indiepeneable to good piano playing.
To suit the
requirements
of the present day, one must even possess
enormous finger dexterity and everything pertaining to
what one would call great execution;
but still. is there
not too much thought given to the technic, and too little
to the interpretation
of a work?
And see what unsurpassably fine works the great composers have left us,
full of beauty and grand ideas, and yet how few are
grateful enough to devote their best thoughts and energiee to realizing the noble ideas before them.
There are
too many who give their thoughts alone to technic, cultivating it to the dazzling heights which- it nowadays
reaches, and forgetting the greater importance of be com
ing a musician as well as a pianist.
Of what little artistic
value is .the mere mechanical
side of playing;
it is the
mecha01cal united with the emotional
or intellectual
which makes an ideal artist.
TIIOS. MAR'l'IN.
There are so many pupils whose ear has not been cuItivated to a liking for good music, and who wish merely
for something that has II go!l in it i. music that jingl~s j
you all know what that means-muSIC
that has no meaning or poetry. In teaching I would, as far as possible. find
O~I the ",:eak poi';ts of the pupil, and strengthen them
With studies peculiarly adapted to each CRse. The pieces
I would select for a pupil would be those best adapted to
t~e~r cal?acities, som~thing tending to bring out his iudlVlduahty, and which he could play with confidence.
You'!g playerfl, especia~ly when they are going before the
p~bl1c, ~bollld be as lIttle trammeled
as possible with
d1fIi.c~ltI~s.i let.themr~e as free as possible to express their
own mdl;lduahty.
. 1h.e ~tandard to be set for a pupil in
the sele?t~on of .musIC, III Its }?erformance and everything
appertalUI.ng to I~, should. be high. I think many teachers
make a mlstak~ III teachm~ down to the pupils' idea, in·
stead of elevatmg the pupils to their own. We should
never cease to be students ourselves.
There are many
ways in "!,hich we can study and improve.
Hear all the
great artists that can be heard and as much good music
as you possibly can; and, in ~rder to get the greatest
po~sible. ~mou~t of good from performances
of great
artists, It 1Sd~slrable to h~ve a thorough acquaintance
beforeha~d
With the mUSIC they are to render.
It is
worth whl1e to spend a few hours in studyitl,g" the pieces
that we expect to hear performed,
especially in the
branches we teach ourselves, that we may be the better
prepared to teach them to our pupils.
EDWARDFISHER.
Th~ enormous
difficulties attending
the mastery of
fingerlllg, one must be able to produce a three·ounce
stroke with each finger-that
the fingers must be made
110 strong ~s to be capable
of producing a three-ounce
stroke.
Bulow says, that at the present time a person
must be able toyJa,y the Sonatas of Beethoven in F
~harp instead of F. I know it used to be considered
Improper to ~~e the thumb on a black key. Now, as
regards practIClllg, the works of Bach are invaluable
In Chopin I ha~e seen ~hat he used to play Bach befor~
a concert.
Remecke IS very partial to Clementi, and
before a concert would become a student and practice.
In rega~d ~o th.eory, as ?onnected with piano·forte study,
a deep lllSlght llltO any Illstrnment can never be acquired
by r.n~re superficial execution.
In order to become a
mUSICIan, and p~ssess the inherent qualities of a musical
~atur~, one reql~Jres to go deeper than the merely prac·
tICal ~1de. Takmg up theory js invaluable to an understandmg of the great works.
In regard to what has been
said about technique, from what I have read and from
~y own experie.llce, 1 have always thought that expresswn and techlllque wen~ h.a~d in. hand, one with the
other.
We al~ possess .llldlVldll;abty
according to our
talent:
there .IS :iL mUSical f~ehng which must be promoted !110ng "':Ith our mechamcal
work, or else it is dry
and ulll~terestmg;
there must be something more than
muscle m.our work.
W~ cannot get up an enthusiasm
fo; any~hl!1g, an? especmlly art, unless there is some·
th~n~ wlthm, .whl.ch springs from the inmost soul, always
?rlVlOg ~ndfus~lllg
us ah~ad.
In l'e~l1rd to understand.
mg PUPI~S, think that 1S one of tne most important
quahficatlOns of a fine teacher-to
understand
the tern.
J),erament of his pupi.ls. If you called a. physician into a
Sick ro~m, I don't think-though
I am not much experienced III regar?to
that-that.
h~ would at ouce go to
wl?rk and administer
a p.resc~lptIOn .to the patient;
I
thmk he would converse With him a little, and ·ascertain
the nature of the malady from which he was suffering,

and where it was located;
and then prescribe something
to alleviate his distress.
Liszt has said, II when a pupil
comes to me, my first object is to understand
him before
proceeding with anything;
after being in his company
and conversing with him I I understand
him. and know
what to prescribe for him.!l
Then, good judgment i;'l
selecting exercises for a pupil is one of the great reqursites in a successful teacher;
I think patience may be
considered the first essential, and the selection of proper
work for the pupil the second,
and then, we cannot be
too dogmatic in any course.
find that especially with
the junior lessons; and in this country, ladies and gentlemen, we have to deal with a very primary course i we
have none of us attained any great prominence
yet as
regards art, but have principally
to do with the beginning of it.
A. M. READ.
All the instruction
in the world is of no avail if the
-pupil has not time to practice.
I have found this in my
own extended
course of teaching
to be a very great
obstacle, and I think the foundation
of rt may be traced
to the family system existing in our schools.
I am
aware that it is a very strong expression
to make use of,
but I do pronounce the system of inetructiou
in our
schools to be faulty in the extreme,
particularly
in the
l'
I
d
'
Y
lema e e ucauon.
ou all know that to attain any
degree of success in music, it is necessary
not only to
receive good instruction, but that the study should be
begun at an early age. Now, take an early age-say
the
time when a child begins to attend school.
I do not
think, in the first place, that a child should be sent to
school until eight or nine years of age.
All that I would
want a child of mine to be before that age would be to
have it the best runner and leaper among all its companions, because the brain before that time is a mere
watery mass, and it is a shame to tax it with anything
requiring strength;
the only call made should be on the
physical powers of the child.
We will assume, then,
that fI. child of this age is beginning to attend school. At
what hour has she to go? At nine 0' clock.
She must
have her breakfast all the winter through at eight o'clock.
And even then has hard work to get there by nine o'clock.
Then she is kept there until three olclock in the afterno?n, at the very earliest.
When she gets home, thfl,t
chlld has already done a man's work.
Then she brings
home with her a long list of lessons which have to be
learned.
After she has taken her tea or dinner as the
case may be, she has to spend a couple of hours' poring
over these studies.
Now, I would like to know what
time that child has to practice.
Could any parent have
the heart to ask that child to go and practice two hours a
day o,u the piano? .which ~s t~e. very least she ought to
practice every day If she IS gOlllg to make a success.
See what a day's work that would be for a child-a
dayls
~ol'k of fourtee.n or fifteen hours.
It is .imply impo,.
hI
d th t
h
d·ffi]
Sl e, an
a IS t e great
1 cu tr·
DR. STRATHY.
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MUSICAL ITEMS,

-CHICAGO CLAIMStwo lady composers of comic opera
namely Mrs. Abbey D. Norris and Mrs. Marie McLane'
and their opera is entitled I, Princess
Salome,
Or th~
Khedive's
Daughter."
-CARLYLE PETERSILEA, of Boston, has arrauzed five
analytical piano concerts, to be given in January.
Mr.
Louis C. Eleen, the well- known critic, will preface each
one with explanatory
remarks.
-nR. F. L. RITTER, director of the musical department of Vassar Colle~e, will deliver a number of lectures
with musical illustrations
during the winter.
The first
on II The Origin of Musical Instruments,"
was given on'
Nov. 11th.
-THE
FIRST QUARTERLY concert
of tbe Cleveland
School of Music, Alfred Arthur,
musical director
was
held on Nov. 19th.
Rondo brillanti for two pianos by
Mohr, and Hun,sarian
Rhapsody,
No. 13, Lisst, ~ere
among the selections.
-MR. KARL KUNDWORTH'S second. Boston piano recital,
on Dec. 12th, was devoted to Ohopiu, and the selections
embraced
the Sonata op. 35, Variations
brillantes op. 12,
op. 34, No. I, Polonaise Impromptu
op. 36, Nocturne op.
27, No.2, and Valse op. 53, Scherzo op. 31, and others.
- W. L. BLUMENSCHEIN, of Dayton,
Ohio, with his
pupils as assistant executanta,
performed
an American
programme
at Dayton, on Nov. 17th.
Among the composers represented
were Constantin
Sternberg,
G. W.
Chadwick,
Ad. M. Foerster, Joseffy, W. Mason, C. Merz
and Ida Kleber.
-MR. THEODOR SALMON gave a recital of American
C~mposition,
~t College Hall, Pittsb?rgh,
on Nov. 29th.
Wilson G. Sm1th, W. L. BlumenschelU,
Otto Floersheim,
Theo. Salmon, Ad. M. Foerster, Carl Retter, Dudley Buck
and Otto. Singer, were represented
in vocal and instrumental pieces, and Arthur Foote in his Trio op. 5.
-MORE THAN10,000 PERSONS listened to the Gilmore
conce:t given at the National Exposition
Building, Kansas City, on Nov. 5th. A Christmas
anthem, entitled
., While. Shepherds
watched their Flocks,!l
by F. A.
Jones, dIrector of the Music School in that city, was
performed
by the orchestra
and a chorus of fifty voices
on this occasion.
'
-ARTHUR FOOTE, the composer
and organist of Bos·
ton, performed the following organ music on Dec. 16th:
Sonata in D minor op. 42, Guilmant i Toccata and Fugue
in D minor, Bach; Allegro from Handel's
second con·
cert, and Canon and Cantilene, by Salome.
Mr. Clarf::nce
E. Hay sang a Gounod song and a selection from Sullivan's"
Prodigal Son."
-THli:
CINCINNATI COl.LEGE possesses
an orchestra
u,nder Mr. Henry Schradiek's
direction,
and announces
SIX orc~estra:l
concerts during the winter'
also a Col·
lege Stnng QUl:Irtet, that will give six cham'ber concerts'
and a Coll~ge Choir that will be assisted by the Apoll~
Club (formlOg a c.horus of 150 voices) in giving three
choral and oratoriO concerts, under the leadership
of
Mr. B. W. Foley.

STUDENT'S MANUAL.
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HOME.
-MISS
Ohio.

NEALLY STEVENS gave

. ~A. VICTOR BENHAMhas been
lU

two piano
giving

recitals

in

piano recitals

Brooklyn.

-';l'Hli: RHOD~ ISLAND M. T. S. A. held its annual
meetlllg at PrOVIdence, on Nov. 2d.
-EMAN"uEL MOOR PLAYED the Rubinstein
D minor
concerto at the Thomas concert, in Orange, N. J.
-M~s.
WM .. H. SHE~WOODhas been giving a number
of admirable
plano reCitals in Steinert Hall, Boston.

'

-RUBINSTEIN
Moses."

has just completed

his operatic

'

· -ABOUT $6,000 ~AS BEEN collected
rIal at BraunschweIg.

for a Liszt memo·

-M,ME. ;ESSIPOFF ~s concertizing in Germany
Holland
ScandlDavla and SWItzerland.
"
-SI.LOTI, the pianist, win conduct the Leipsic Tschaikowskl concert, on Feb. 11th.
-THERE WEREne~rly one thousand pupils at the Vienna Conservatory
durmg the past year.

---:THE NY~c~, Choral Societyrgave
Dudley Buck's
LIght of ASla
Thursday evening, December 15th.
.--8ARASATE is at present concertizing
in Austria, and
WIll proceed to RUSSIa, during December.
-MME. FANNIE BLOOMFIELD was the pianist at th
Schumann concert giTen in Milwaukee, on Dec. 5th.
e b -WEBER'S.EARLYOPERA,"Die
drei Pintos II completed
-THE PHILHARMONICSociety,
Des Moines Iowa
e.
y Mahler, w.lll be produced in Leipsic, in January.
f~)rmed Haydnls Creation under Mr. L. Bartlett's di~e~-BERLIN
IS to have two new streets,
to bi named
tIon.
Meyerbeer and Mendelssohn,
by the Emperor's
order.
-~AFAEL ~OSEFFY h~s played the E minor concerto
-MANU~L ~lARCIA, the famous singing teacher,
has
Cb~pln-Tauslg,
at ProvH'lence, Baltimore,
Philadel hia' ;eached
hIS Clghty·third yeaI'.
He was Jenny Lind's
Sprmgfield,
Mass., and New York,;thus
far.
P,
Illstructor.
-MR.
CLARENCEEDDY, the organist, has been makin
-COWEN'. THE COMPeSER, has taken the place of Sir
an extended to.ur of t~e. West, playing in California ani
Aphr~hlhur
Sull~van as conductor of the London
England
more recently m the CIties of Ohio and Illinois.
'
I armODiC concerts.
'J
-A
CONCERTWAS GInN at Claverack
College Conand~~:h.G~RALDI.NE
MORGAN, a New York violinist,
servatory, .P~of: Chas. W. Landon,
director, the
1'0'
B]'
S'hm s pupil, has won the Mendelssohn
prize in
grammeons.consistIng wholly of American compositi
p
er Ill.
e receIves 1500 marks.
- T HE CINCIN~'ATI MUSICAL FESTIVAL ASSOCIATION
·-THE
NEW ~E~P~IC Conservatory
of Music, rankin
has engaged t~e En~lish ten~r, Lloyd, for May next. Hi-s
edifices in its beautyg
contract
forbids h1m to SlDg anywhere
else'
thO h1gh amiong] Lelp~1C s monumental
'
country.
10
IS was so emn y dedicated on Dec. 5th.
ORKS BELONGING to Liszt's
h
-~wo
early
manhood
, -THE: NEW1:Y.~RGANIZEDCONSERVATORYOF MUSIC at
10ro~to ~ave ~ts maugural soireemusicale, at which Si _ M::th~M~~i~~tR~~~r~is manu~cripts,
s.ays the London
nd~r V:. d' Auna conducted
the orchestra
and Mm~
certo "Mal~d'
fl!'
One IS th, plano-forte
con·
Anna sang.
,.
sons.
e IC lon,
and an oratorio,
"The Four Sea.
H

r

from the French by M. A. Bierstadt.)

(Translated

THE NECESSITY OF COUNTING.

36. In what cases are the five finger8
without displacemerd of the hand !

used

The hand is displaced by the crossing
~he
board with the right hand and np with the left,
thumb
in
ev.ery
passage
or
phrase
oontaiumg
and the thumb as near the fifth finger as possimore than five consecutive notes. In symble ill contrary cases.
metrical forms of regular movement, the fin38. What is understood by displacement of gering should be so arranged that. the thumb
the hand by extension of the fing."s, and
has to cross on 1y as ruany times as IS necessary
in what cases is this fingering employed 1
for the number of notes given, especially
To displace the hand by extension of the fin- when the passage is composed entirely of white
gers, is to stretch the fingers apart ill such a way
as to bridge over more keys than one has lingers. notes.
Example:-

The five fingers' are used without displacement of the hand when the number of notes
following one another in ascending or descendiug does not exceed the number of fingers.
In thiscase, if the notes succeed one another
in regular degrees the fiugers do the same.
Example:-

r, '

:=-' .
~~~-.s=~

El=:xamPle
:-

~"

~
This mode of lingering is nsed in ascending
or descending forms or passages in which the
notes succeed one another in irregu lar intervals,
and in which the whole comprises more than
the interval of a fifth,
Sometimes in the same form both extension
-=' -~-~
~-------- ;.
and elision of the fingers have to be employed.
,--,--;;---,---,-Example:If the notes succeed one another in irregular
degrees, as many fingers should be passed over ~ ,
~,
" '---~~
a--i5'~--as degrees.
~"2134~
Example:The natural separation of the thumb from the
'
,
-s;.
second finger allows of taking a fourth or fifth,
:::::::::::== ---==--~~
hut it is not necessary to go beyond this. The
?
~
1
1
~
If the hand withont being displaced has to thumb and third finger shonld not reach beyond
reach over an interval exceeding a fifth, the rnle a sixth. The thumb and fourth linger must not
for fiugeriug by "",wn8ion of the fingers must be reach beyond the seventh.
followed (see No. 38),
Example:•
Example:1
1
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It is importaut to notice at the start a point
coucerniug the formation of the hand: that the
two thumbs, findiug place withiu the various
combinations of fingering, are fonnd to be inverted in the two hands; that is to say, a succession of fingers used in all ascending passage
in the left hand (in the direction of the fifth
finger to the thumb) would be found reproduced
in the same passage descending in the right
hand (in the same direction of the fifth linger to
the thumb).
Example::...

37.

b

tR-e:

,
~ =
~="'~==""=
,

=

What i~ the di8]Jlaceml'intof the hand by
dmwing together the fingers, and in what
cases i8 such fing"'ing made use of 1

~'=~'

===.':'~'=='
/ =~

~~'?
-7_'?
This fingering is employed in all symmetrical asc~nding or descending passages or forms
in which there are ne~therdigressions nor notes
repeated and which comprise no more than five
notes.
Note.- ""Vhenever a certain form is reproduced regularly, it is better that the same fingering be nsed each time (if the disposition of
,theblack and white keys will permit). Symmetry
in fingering where there is symmetry'in passacresgreatly facilitates execution.
.
9rhe conjunction of fingers which is most in
lise aud best is that of the thumb and any
other finger of the hand.
The lifth finger here is to be brought as near
as possible to the thumb in going down the key

1

41

t::::::Ii

tf=i+"""1¥~,~""'t-,~

And in descending with the left hand.
Example:-

~¥~b4iJ:-~

This rnle has for a basis the formatiou of the
hand in its relation to the notes ou the keyboard. The thumb being shorter than the
other IinITer~,and tbe black keys more elevated
t.¥.,\,==c,==1=","",=,·~!=-==IE±I=~_Q-~t
than thc" white, the thumb glides along more
Tbesenoud and third fingers mnstnot take more easily when the linger under which it passes is
than a third; the second and fourth more than placed on a black key; it has less distance to go.
a fonrth; and the second and fifth more than a
The diatonic scales, which begin and end on
sixth.
the tonic, are the most symmetrical of all pasExample:s3ges in joint movement, and the arpeggios (the
perfect chords, dominant seventh, or diminished
w=
.-;0 •
seventh) are the most symmetrical of all forms
7:7
~
--.--qT.., in irregular movement; the student would do
The third and fourth fingers mnst not tal" \\'ell, then, to analyze the fiugeriug in these,
more than a third (eveu this stretch onght to he having in special view the passage of the tbumb.
avoided if possible). The third anJ fifth shonld This fingering is, save a few exceptions, founded
tlte preceding rules.
not take more than 0 fourth.
Example:40. TVhat i8 meant by the displacement of the
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The fourth and fifth fingers shonld not streich
more than a third.
Example:-

t, : l-:--~

39.

lwn,l b.v change of finger on the same note
1'('peated twice, and in what cases is such
./ingerin,g made U8eof1

~
7:7

Displacement of the hand by the elision of
one or more lingers is the drawing together of
,
,
the fingers in such a way that there are more
The extension oftenest used amI best is that
free lingers than there are notes to be bridged
between. the thnmb and any otber finger of the
over.
In this case Dueor more fin~ers are inactive. haud ; others between the three middle lingers
are not as good.
Example:-

~'=='

14

bination of white and black notes, when the
notes succeed one another by regular degrees or
hy irregnlar degrees, the rule is the same: the
thumb must be put onder after a black note in
ascending with the right haud.
Example:-

l'>

____

~~S;ti=gj1

In phrases or passages where there is a com-

5>

i5'

oratorio

-PANOFK.A, the composer, died at Florence recently
aged 79 years.
'
· -~AINT-SAENS is visiting Sparn, and will spend some
time m Granada.

COUNSELS.

By H. PARENT.

FOREIGN.
[All ma.tter intended for this Department
should be addressed to
Mrs. Helen D. 'l'retbar, Box 2920, New York City.]

or

THE STUDY OF THE PIANO.
PRACTICAL
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What is under8tood by the displacement
of the hand by the passing of the thumb
under the fingel'8, 07' the fingers ovel' the
thumb! and in what cases is this fing.,,ing used 1

Displacing the hand by change of finger on
the same note is using successively two different
fingers on this note for the purpose of placing
the hand in a favorable position for what follows:Example:'

, , "
ro
E¥?S='-'-'-'-'-f

---=~~~-

e

~

In passages called ,'epeated notes, the choice
of finITer placed on the second uote must be
govern"ed by the nnmber of notes given.
Example:-

t;=t:c ..e--..--g--Ei"
~4

:l

2

I

4

:l

,

I

:l

'.l

\

C!:=b
c=~

To displace the hand by the crossing of the
If the repeated notes are slow aud beloug to
thumb is to supply the deficieucy iu the nnmher of fingers, by passing the thumb unde>' the a melodic passage, they cau be struck with the
fingers ill going lip in the right hand and in same linger; for then the tones obtained will be
desceuding in the left, or the fingers over the more of like quality.
--thumb in descending with the right hand and
THE leading
features of the Youth's Companion Anascending with the left.
nouncement
for 1888, just published, are its six Illustrat~d
The thumb should be regarded as a point of Serial Stories, by Trowbridgel Stephens. and others, ItS
support, around which the other fingers act, Two Hnndn·d Short Stories and Ta.les of Adventure. its
anel for this reason it is preferable to pass it articles bv Eminent Writers, including the Right Hon.
'Wm. H Gladstone,
Professor Tyndall, Gen. Lord Wolseuoder after the [hi,'d 01' fourth finger, 01" cross ley, Louisa M. Alcott, Gen. George Crook, and olle hunthe latter ove>'the thumb, By this combination dred other popular authors. The qompanion has wo
Million Readers a week.
Every famIly fohould take It.
the haud gains its equilihrinm.
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PFRSONALITY IN MUSIO.
BY FIUEORWlI

[Translated

RITTER

VON

H~;NTJ ..

for THE ETUDE: by HRLEN D. TRETDAR·l

THRO?OIJ a personal.mediation alone, ~rutb and beauty

\
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untimely views has already taken place, while th~ n~w
world of thought has, however, not yet dawned In Its
fixed form-there
is the greatest danger that minds held
by the excitement of the unsettled
state of affa.ira may
COIDeto regard the expression of conflict as the highest
utterance, and devote their whole affections to the ~hance
productions
of a dithyrambic
fancy that deniea a!l
form.
We live in a similar period, and.theab~ve
conditions appear in their most distinct form in musical art.
Although the band of those who have renounced the
past and who, in disdainful over-estimation
of self; regard
the productions of the new school as perfect creations, IS
but small, the most energetic attack upon the exietmg
state of affairs emerges from their side, and they employ
words as cutting tools of destruction,
Far greater is the number of those wbo blindly follow
in the steps of the passionate
combatants
of the novel.
deceiving themselves in respect to their own wa~ts, ~nd
permitting
themselves to be led to seek gratlficatIOn
where only over-irritation
or relaxation
is to be found.
The most lamentable results of this state of affairs are
met with in musical criticism;
the passionate, wildlyadvancing generation of the day, that finds delight s~lely
in the overthrowing of what exists. without being guided
by a sure aim toward a new and worthy end, and that,
reveling in laxity, is inimical to all rules, re~arding them
as the confining bounds of free will j this gene.ratlOn
seeks in an art work simply a copy of its own passionate
emotions,
and prefers exaggeration
to refinement
of
expression.
Where
the truly genial masters are principally concerned, a sympathetic
influence may well be priVileged
to color judgment, provided a prepossession in favor of
one does not bring about an injustice toward another j
when, however,
intellectual
intentions
are considered
superior to musical creation and accomplishment;
when
the sacred realm of tones is converted into the scene of
combat for the passions and moods cherished by the age,
then there arises a sufficient reason to deplore existing
circumstances,
and to condemn professional
criticism,
that acts as spokesman
for these sentiments and leads
away the taste of art lovers.
Another thought arises at this point.
Our age, that
seems
the more strongly to emphasize
moral purity
in art the more its riotous life departs from morality,
frequently
gauges musical art by the same standard;
since Beethoven's
remark that he could not possibly
have set to music texts like II Don Juan l! and <l Figaro,"
it was notably these masterpieces
that were subjected to
attack, partly on account of the immorality
of their
texts and in part from their predominating
sensuousness
of expression.
Even iu Mozart's purely instrumental
music many
have discovered
(like the well·known
critic, ReUstab)
too voluptuous a sensuousness,
and held it up in contrast
to the purity of Beethoven's
expression.
Si~ce music is. at the outset, merely able to arouse
emotIOns, and, by means of these, it is true, to awaken
thoughts, the latter are apt to acquire tendency and
character from the impressions· produced
upon the soul
of the hearer by the tOile work.
Thus, in the case of
~usic that is not accompanied
by a verbal description of
Its co.n~nts, there can simply be a question of the kind
of Spl:ltual D;lood it awakens, and in nowise of its repre·
sentatIOn of mtellectual contents or moral qualities.
. We may.be stirred by a tone poem to a high degree
etther of vIgorous or refined sensual delight· to a lower
or higher grade of !lpiritual joy j to gentle' melancholy
or penetrating
anguish;
to enthusiasm
either for the
dance or for battle; to earthly or divine love; we may be
lu~l~d to sweet repose or aroused to wild agitation;
all
spltltual ';lOods are justifiable in art that are representa~lons of !Ife, and none are marked with the symbol of
Immo~ahty;
they all belong to the category of spiritual
exeenence,
and therefore also to art.
.
~ e lD~y th~n ce~sure the crudeness
or vulgarity of
musICal Ideas m a tone poem, but never find an immoral
emblem in it~ m,elody, mtrinsically.
~resh,
ravlshmg
sensUOusness
is an indispensable
adjunct. to art beauty, and the more or less of sensuous
charm It contains in contradistinction
to the intellec.
tual contents may be taken into account in judging the
sta~dard
of a work;
a predominance
of intellect
deSIgned to furthe~ e~hereal aims will, however, always
detract from the vltahty of a work-and disturb its effect
The case is a different one when music is bound to th~
wo~d. Here the question is as to whether the choice of
an Immoral text is permissible.
Let, us consider the two operatic texts at which Beethoven s moral feeling took offer.c~.

may amve at. that materialization,
recognized as a revelation of the divine in art.
Even in the sciences, eternal truths attain to their force
of conviction only through
their reflection from those
intellectual
personalities
who do not permit these truths
to lie dormant in their own minds, like Borne accepted
and self-understood gift, but who recreate them from out
of themselves into a new existence.
There are great general truths that arc the common
property of all cultivated nations. and that are even found
in embryo among primitive races.
Thi!l fact has called
forth the assertion that there is nothing new in the
domain of ideas.
How new, though, these various ideas
appear as they are reflected in every genial mind I
In art, where, at the same time, there arises a consideration of an artistic form in which to clothe the intellectual contents, personality exerts its full significance j
the style emanating- from this personality gives an artwork its authenticity j through its medium the spirit
receives life, and the cold, abstract
thought becomes a
warm, life-breathing picture.
When this personality is a genuinely
genial one, one's
first surprise is soon followed by a perfect delight in thi
new world of old wonders.
Creative minds, however,
are rare, and thus, when the golden age of art has gone
by, we gladly greet any worthy successors.
We are not content to hold in our certain possession
the old master' works of art.
Our lives are in a state o£
constant development,
and what is acquired day by da)'j
from out of the treasures
of Nature
strives to mirrOI1
itself and become glorified in art.
And here the real importance
of personality is seen i
its fullest light.
If an art work, emanating from an age
of disciples or imitators, is to attract us, it must be thoroughly excellent j if it is to stir us, it must necessarily be
inspired.
,
In executive art, as well, the personality of an artist
becomes the decisive element of his most noble accom·
plishments.
If the work that is executed possesses inner
worth, his performance will certainly be the more praiseworthy, the more a reverential
appropriation
of its
inherent spirit on his part leads the Iistenerinto its intentions. With all the self-denial that an artistic interpretation of such works demands, it is yet only the umon of
the personality
of the executant
penetrating
into the
work with that personality
that govern8 the work, that
carries us away, and that cannot be compensated for by
the ~ost brilliant splendor of a finished, although cold,
techlllque.
When a virtuoso lays before us works of his own, or
of foreign composition,
that are merely calculated
to
glve expression to inner moods, or, perhaps, to exhibit
the charms of virtuosity. then, again, personality appears
in its full force;
for all these dainty, sentimental
or
playful, stormin.e: or rustling nothings of the virtuoso'!!
art often owe all their t)rilliant suocesses to the devoted
cooperation of an energetic, inspired personality.
This cooperation alone is capable of adding what we
call expression, while the technical
cultivation furnishel
a basis for a fine execution.
Let this latter be never so finished, however, and pro·
vided with all the refinements
of the best schools the
impre~sion produced
will never reach beyond a p~rely
resthetlc pleasure
and an admiration
of artistic
dexterity, u~less it. is inspirited
by the influence of a genia~
personahty} while, o~ the other hand, where expression
and execution are umted the hearer's enthusiasm will go
out to meet that of the executant.
Whoever remembers the impression
he received from
Liszt's pia~o playing, or from the violin performance
of
~eresa
Milanollo, will easily determine
the difference
between the former and the scarcely less great virtuosity
of Tha1berg, or between the latter artist and the perhaps
even greater Vieuxt.emps.
. Yet it is not, alone the abundance
of a given personalIty, but also its peculiarity, that decides the effect of an art
work.
For, even among cultivated minds, there are but
few who do not p~rmit the force of sympathy to exert an
mfluence upon theIr judgment, or who are not convinced
by the coincidence between the intellectual
stamp of a
tone,poem and their own inner condition.
Our. da,ily expe!,ience teache!'l us how rare a thing is an
unpreJudICed art Judgment. and how not only the relations
held by the mood of a work to the mood of the listener
but a;lso the coincidence of both these with the gpirit of
The greater the charm that Mozart's art in II Don
the tImes, exert a vast influence upon his receptiveness;
Juan"
con.ferr~d upon the seductive forces in life, the
and ~ow even those who do not exactly sympathize with more crushing 1S the effect of the idea of that retribution
the mteltectual tendency of the age are yet unable to that first resouuds as a cry of warning
and finally
withstand its influence.
becomes a deed.
"
,
But few possess that general harmonious culture that is
Mozart's
music is n,ot affected by the actions and cir.
competent
to grasp beauty in its lofty independence'
cu.mst.ances through whICh ~on.Juan's
love affairs become
only the minority seek in art a liftinO'" above themflelve~
Crimes, nor can. ~he fascl.nahng power with which it
~lld their ~ontrol1ing passions, and ~ot merely a reRecrepresents t.J1eprlVlleged bh~ses of life be held accounttiOn of the~r, own in!ler being and their'momentary
wants.
ab.'e ,for their. abuse u?der Improper
circumstances,
for
In tranSitiOn perIOds-during
which the s~paration of thiS IS finally Judged wlth equal vigor.
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And the case of II Figaro"
is similar to this, It cannot
be demanded
of the comic opera, as of the drama, that
it should serve as a guide through the errors and perver,
sions of social life into sensible, orderly
conditions and
moral freedom, but simply that it represent
the instincts
and emotions acting and reacting upon each other duringthe progress of ~ lively ~ction by means. of ennobled
expression
and in the -ral!l~ent of a beautiful form, and
that it exhibit the degenerations
thereo~ through the very
medium of the beauty that IS inherent in them.
Thus in "Figaro,"
the melting
might of love is permeated by the most tender instincts,
and the soulful
charm of the music is merely calculated
to awaken a
longing for the deve!opment
of. all. that is noble in
humanity and all that IS morally pure III love.
Tone art ever employs its resources,
when they possess
genuine beauty, toward an en~obling and beneficent effect.
It recognizes only reathetic SlUS, not moral sins.
It represents no decided ideas, nor has its expression a pronounced tendency for good or evil.

"WHYS AND WHEREFORES OF
MUSIC.

is placed

st~ck of good
on application.

SU.BSCRIBERSto ~BE ETUD8, purchasing
nnd It greatly to theu advantage by sending
full line of catalogues and rates.

musical

Now is the time to send for a selection of music II on
sale!l for the comin~ seaso~.
We are prepared
to fill
al! or~ers for same wlth claSSICal and popular music, and
~111 give Our most careful attention to selecting it accordlUg to the needs of the individual,
at a very liberal discount.
Send for further particulars
in regard to rates.
etc.
'
T!IE many orders we are receiving
daily for the new
fuslCal
game, 41 AI!eg:ando,'~
speaks
highly for the
uture success of th!s mterestmg
and instructive
little
~am~. It should be m the hands of all young pupils, as
It wlll be .f?und .very.valua~le
in learning
and making
th~m familiar WIth bme, signatures,
etc., very quickly.
Price, fifty cents, postpaid.
Art Souvenirs"
sj.0~et of in our last issue, which have had the newness
t
ld y worn off. the covers, by handling
during the
01. ay t.rade, whICh we will dispose of at one-half
of
retail prl.ce. Those wishing to avail themselves of this
~~porJumt~ tt P,focure one of these collections
cheap,
t au . sen t elr order at once, as we have no doubt
~ey will ~e taken v:ery quickly.
Refer to the December
TODE, wlJ.~n ordermg.
Atte~irn
is called to t~rtisement
of a musical
~amh'
egra~dOl which ~ill greatly
assist ill clearing
~ ~ e ~~bterJes of mUSical notation
to the youthful
em .
~n a study becomes
a pleasure
p,ogress
bID
comes rapid
Whe d d
.
.
'
tion
d
'1
n ru gery IS enlivened by recreaaft 'loO b resu ts are Sure to follow.
This game will
co:ngulno'noun~edt amuse~ent
to music pupils during the
g WID er evenmgs.

tha.t the

tea.

tone

•

\Vhy the slur and tie are used.
.,
Because these signs, thus,----....
hl~ve the effect_ of
blending or binding the tones .. A slur IS a curved hoe
placed over Dotes of different pitch and show~ that the
notes or groups of notes are to be blended,
that IS smooth.

ly and coonecteally played, thus ,

~i:~~

A tie or bind is a. curved line placed over two or
more notes of the same pitch. and shows that the first
Dote oulv is played and that its sound is prolonged through
the time value of the note or notes connected
by the

,

~~~g_~~

SECTION V.

and either

SIGNS AND El.\rBELUSRiHENTS.
MIXED
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FOR:LJ.I OF 1lrJ:INOR.
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dots are placed hefore

and after double

bars.

~~-!-~~~m@woil¥nil
4 ~

4 3 2 I
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CHROMATIC SeAL}; IN
The word Bis. wbich means twice is sometimes placed
over one 01' more measures for the same purpose, thus:-

==---===-----==--___====_=_ ;oo;;-o~~--

F
E;
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~~~J2::~2--::qr--------F

V CT~=~~~~~

I

_. ' _
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can he used

- ~i'*~@
~gol
0'

In olden times a measure often contained
a note ot
longer time value than tbe count for the measure and the
tone for such note was held through the. next measur~ or
measures as i~ time required,
. To, aVOId the confUSIon
thus caused the tie was used to mdlcate
that a tone was
to be held beyond the measure, thus:

r+--r~

CHRO:'lA'rIC SCALE tN C MINOR,

~--~

__

form respectively

~~'l=f;J~~itrAlfJ%@
_iiiljj1i#k¥bl@JjJJij

,

--v-

t£~l>

Bis.

is played as if written

except when it is necessary to hold the time o.f a no~
beyond the measure, in which case two notes With a tle

To avoid writing the same passage twice, dots are so
placed to show that the passage between the double bars
ace necessary, ,hn"
IS to he repeated,
thus;-

-6i-

r;; ~

-6'- 23
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~~=E~f=I

~~=r§
is played as if wrlttea

~~=E2land

.

\

When

O:~ffS"'-Itbe fi"t

'"

two measures

are ma.rked

t~us,

-;E==~I

I
Once allowable

~~~~

I

i,,·now written

EE~~;:

measme is omitted in tbe second playing.

i

~m

T

thus:

j,.~~~~

Wby the words .oal Segno and; .oa C~po are used.
E~:__ ~:- .. '
-f9o
Dal Segno meanS to the mark or SIgn thus,
S.
I _I
-----I
I
placed over the double ha.r sh.ows th~.t t~e ~assage IS to
I
repeat~~ froUl ~his sign-;t.-whlCh
mdlcates
where
,
-----------~--~
6 e; Iz .go \ the repetltlOn
begms.
. .
~2. Why grace notes are so caned?
.
~
ES iN
.ott Callo means from the beglDntug .o. O. placed over
Because they are notes added to give grace and em·
~IAJOR, AND ~IINOR. SC.,A_L
.r
the double bar means repeat from the beginning.
bellishment.
The~ are also ornaments
of ~elody.
In
T'VENTY -FOUR KEYS.
67. Why the word Fine ie used.
.
olden times the tones I!roduced by the keyed lDstrumena
The word is Italian and mea.ns the end.
It IS placed in use ceased almost mstantly j then gra~e notes were
th 1
f a repeated
passage which ends more frequently
used astheyservedtocontmuethesound
:MAJOR SCALES.-PARELt.!:L
MINOR SCALES.
~~:rpie:e ~~~h~:::~r:~t
the last passage of the priuted
and thus connect the tones .. T~e notes for.theadded
tODes
~f\
.
are seldom written but are'mdlcate?by SlgDS.. Thus fIr
mUSIc.
.."",.'
d
over a note sho-ws that it is to be tnlled,
that IS,. that ~he
a'J:J. f9~
-~~
68. Why the 81gm~ or "",. are use.
.
'note is to be repeated with the note next above It endlllg
a 4 5 6 7 8 -.9-&'
4 5 6 7 8
Because they save space.
W~e~.lD
a measure;r
with a turn, by playing t,be note below and lastly the
1 2
passage several groups are repeated It 1S only necces~ y
~
~.-0.
~A
to write one group, indicating
the rest by these SIgns
tJr .
~t9
~
which si~nify continuation,
thus:
·tle
Ie th
.
is played
~
~1!9J:L.::.
~
wn
n no.
us.

'
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A swall note is sometimes
added
the trill is to begin with the not~abo-"e

Abbreviations ure sometimes sbowu by long notes
value of the longer
DOtes to be played,

Why

--4-~ o-#-__

is used.

Becauseitindicatesa
pallse,called
in It-alianFermata.
When placed over a note thus :-fiits
time value is

iu('.reased.

,
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to show whether
or below thus:
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and
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with the stems of short notes, the
note showing the number of shorter
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it shows

is cout,i\Hled its full length.
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TABLE OF SCALES,

music, will
to us for our

THE Musical Art Publishing
Company,
under the
management
of Robert Goldbeck, has just paid a divi·
dend of 10 per cent. per annum Oil its capital stock.

WE have a very few of those elegant

that

curved line, thus'

THERE is one work that has never been written.
In
our own teaching we felt the need of such a work, and
no doubt most of our readers have.
We refer to a work
on Harmony, adapted to piano students.
It remained for
Dr. F. L. Ritter, of Vassar College, to write such a work.
He has called it "Practical
Harmony-For
the Use of
Piano Students."
It can be studied with any system
of harmony, and can be taken up before or after the
study of harmony, but it is far better to go hand in hand
with it, as it clinches the work done by writing out the
lesson.
We have always been of the opinion that har·
mony students did not apply what was learned by harmony.
The study seldom goes further than writing out
exercises.
In this work there is no writing j it is all practice.
It begins with the simple cadences,
major and
minor, which are to be transposed
into all keys, after
which a simple bass with upper part is given; the middle
parts are to be played.
Afterward,
onl7 bass is given.
The material of the work is carefully divided into sec·
tions; and progresses from rule to rule, as usually given
in our harmony works.
It is the course that Dr. Ritter
has pursued with the students
of Vassar College, and
when published, will be the only work of the kind ex·
tanto
It is now in the engraver's
hands, and will be ready
some time in February.
In order to offer Our readers
some inducement
to examine the work, we will send it
to all who will send us fifty cents in advance of publication, or before tIle February issue of TUE "ETUDEreaches
the readers. The price of the work is not yet determined
but this offer is lower than the book will ever be sold t~
teachers.
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SOMETHING ABOUT BEGINNERS,
Mr. Bowman remarked in Indianapolis,
that n3 per cent of the el:ment~
ary piano study, that is jbeing ~carricd .ou in this country, was worse than
useless.

•

The reason for this is near:at hand.
Every time we meet. a visitor in
the place where we live, the tint thing he will speak about is the musicians
living in his place f,)f residence.
The conversation is nearly always the same.
He says:
We have some- very fine musicians at home;
there is Mr. A, Mrs.

B and Miss C. Mr. A is a very fine performer, but he is not so well liked as
a teacher, somehow he don't seem to be able to impart his knowledge to his
pupils.

Mrs. B will take only advanced

pupils, etc. The fact is, simply that
of a few particularly gifted children,
a very tedious and trying occupation;
and, as patience is a very rare thing
am eng musicians, they avoid it whenever ;they can, The consequence is,
that those that could do it, won't do it, and those that would do it, can't do it.

teaching beginners is, with the exception

I have been compelled by circumstances to teach ~beginners for the last
seventeen years, but although I have made my work ten times easier than it
was ten years ago, I would dis~ontinue it to-day if 1 could, and would rather
teach pupils who have had even poor instruction for two or three years than
beginners;
this is much eusiel' work, and not nearly so trying.
Of all good musicians,' 20 per cent. only will accept be.gillner~ of average
ability, and of this 20 per ceuL, only 25 per cent. will really take the tilDe to
study them, and adapt the material fOl' instruction to their wants;
the rest
do the work only because they are obUged to make a living, and take some
instru..:tion book to go from page to page, never troubling themselves whether
it suits the pnpil or not. Thus DJ per cent. of tIle teaching done is worthless.
To teach a beginner, and to teach a pupil thai has been taught for some
time already, are two entirely 2ifferent'things,
and it takes a great deat
more experience and judgment to teach young beginners than to teach more
advanced
pupilsl no matter how poorly they lllay have been taught.
OUI'
different systems fOl' beginners are nearly all written by fine musicians, living in large citiesl who teach, almost exclusivelYI advanced
pupils.
Constantly they receive pupils from all over the countryl who are more or le£s
deficiently taught, and it is very natural that some of them conceive the idea
of writing a course, that might help the teachers of lower gl'a<les to turn out
better work,
In order to read well and readily, it is necessar." to h?-ve a practical keyboard of harmony.
I mean by this, a thorough knowledge of the construction
of the scales, ChOl'dl>,connection of the ke.Ys and their location on tlw clavier.
This canl as far 3S beginners are concerned, never be done by memorizing
01'
or writing exercises, in short, by studying 11leor~', On the contrary, ill order
to be able to study theory 8ucce"sfullYI it is necessary to have a J)ractical and
positive knowledge of the lnaterhl
llsedfor the study of theor~'.
The only
effective and at the Barne time the easiest way to acquire such a knowledge, is
daily exercises.
Transposition,
Ly a gi \'en modulation does not answer the
purpuse.
This presupposes already some knowledge of harmony, and is soon
remembered and done mechanically,
It mUllt be done frolll the key of C di.
rectly into any other by tl1e corresponding
numbers of the different intervals
of the scales,
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a goo d musical form , and there ~is no necessity at all, to use anyN
adequate musical value, and cannot be used
for performances in social life.

pl'ac7ically

SCHOPENHAUER'S MUSICAL PHILOSOPHY,
READ BEFORE MUSIC TEACHERS' NATIONAl; ASSOCIATION BY KARL MERZ.

There is, however one point that must Dot be forgotten, and .this is the
difference between mechanical work and brain w.ork.
S?llle medical autho~~
ity has stated that two hours of concentrat:d
brain work.Is equal to .a day 8
work of hard labor.
One can set at the ~lan(). for many hours .playmg meI .tea I exercra. es and studies by Czerny, Kohler, '"etc., but let him transpose
Clan
these same studies into different keys, or play music at SIght i that ~eqUlre8
close mental attention, and he will find very soon how hie: powers WIll we~r
out under the mental strain put upon them,
Therefore, when we feed a pupil
\\"itl1 wprk that requires constant mental attention) we have to limit the prac-

Having' reviewed in the last lecture
the musical theories of Herbert
'Spencer, Prof. Helmholtz, Maazlni and others, I will now lay before you the
eubstance of Schopenbauer's
Philosophy of Music.
Germany

CA.RL

E.

the land of music, and in a like sense it is
Strange to my, among the runny philosophers
that. Geruinnv has produced, only few have dealt successfully
with the subject of music. Even Kant, the founder of an art-philosophy,
regarded music
merely as a pleasant play of the emotions;
but says Hand, "He failed to
make out whether a mere sensuous impression or the effect of a discernment
of form prevailed in that play,"
Kant denied what every student of art now
acknowledgsa, namely, that music is a language of the emotions, and a means
(If awakening
esthetical
ideas.
According to "Richard '"Vaguer, only one
philosopher
has fully understood and correctly set forth the high position of
this art.
In his little book entitled "Beethoven,"
he says: "Schopenhauer
was the first to recognize and designate with philosophical
clearness the
position of music with reference to the other fine art;;, in that he award!>, to
it a nature entirely different from that of the plastic or poetic arts."
This
decided testimony in favor of Schopenhauer'Ol music~,l pllilosophy
is all·the
stronger in view of the fact that Schopenhauer
was by no means a follower
of Wagner.
Yet, at first sightl it would seem as if the two men were musical
antipodes;
for, Schopenllauer
Bpeaks favorably of Rossini's' music, which in
its character, its constrUGlUon and tendency, is as far from 'Vagner's ideas of
nlllsical art as the east is from the west.
'

CRA.MER.

.PIANO POUNDING.
BY OLIVER WElmELL

HOLMES.

1 dou)t like your chopped music, any way!
That woman-she
had more sense in her little finger, than forty musical
societies-Florence
Nightil)g~le, says that the music YOllpour out is,good for
sick folks, Lut the music you pound out isu't.
Xot that, exactly, but something

like it.

I ha\Oe been to hcar some music

pounding.

.It was a young woman, with as many
he planet Satum has rings, that did ito

Music cannot be made the medium of a special theology or of a code of
~111ics; we as musical student", have therefore nothing directly
to do with
Schopenhauer's
peculiar theories.
Still as his philosophy of music is closely
connected with his lheory of the will, we must make you acqnainted
with it.

white muslin flounces rOllnd her a8

She gave the music-.;tool a twirl or two, and
whirl of soap-suds in a,hand-basin.

Buffed down

on it like a

Then she pulled up her cuffs as if she was going to fight for the
ion's belt.
•

\Vhen reviewing this philosopher's
theories, we must judge of him in the
light of his own times and surronndings.
The convulsion in society produced
by the French Revolution, and the bitter Kapoleonic
wars which followed,
eould not faillO make its impression upon such a mind as that of Schopenbauer.
Religious skepticiHm prevailed everywhere among the learned as well
3.S alUong the masses_
True religion was scarce]! found anywhere.
After
the years of warfare had at ·laRt ended, the masses gave themselves
over to
pleasure seeking,
The various governments of Europe did all they could to
tnrn the people's attention
from the afT'a;irl, of state and public morality.
Every conceivable amusement
was provided for the masses, and it was at that
time'that
Rossini, with his sensuous operas, prevailed
everywhere,
over~
shadowing even a man so great as Beethoven, and that in, the very city of
Vienna) '\'here Beethoven
dwelled almost as an exile.
It was at this time
that Strauf'S and Lanner, the dance-kings, appeared on the arena) furnishing
their charming new dances for ball-rooms.

chamlJ-

Then she worked her wrists and her hands-to
limber 'em, I suppose,
and spread out her fingers till they looked as though they would pretty much
cover the keys, from the growling end to the squeaky one. '
Then these two hands of her's made'ajump
at the keys as if they were a
coupl~ of tigers coming down OIi a flock of black and white sheep, and the
piano gave a great 40wl as if its tail had been trod on.
Dead stop-so

still you could hear your hair growingo

Then another jump and another howl, as if the piano had ty,'O taib and
you had trod on both of them at once, and theu a gl';Uld scramule, and string
of jumps, up and down, back and forward, one hand over the other, like a
stampede of rat~ and mice more than like anything I call music.

\Vhile tlUll<lthe people were made drunk with pleasures
the affairs of
state being iu the hands of reactionists
of the worst kind, all, thinking
men
cherished
secret sorrow at the existing state of things.
But what they
cherished as their own grief, was the common grief of the best men of the
nation everywhere,
It was produced by that political and moral mildew
which was setting upon the minds of the people, and this grief is called in
German, the Weltschmerz,
or the grief of the world.

I like to heu a woman sing, and 1 like to hear a fiddle sing, but these
noises they hammer out of their wood and ivory anvils--don't

talk to me,

I know the difference between a bullfrog and a thrush,

,
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Beethoven gives exprE*lsion to the ltweltlcltmerz>J in mallY of his matchless works, but Schopenhauer
is the true representative
of this idea, and he
carried his state of dissatisfaction
to such a degree that he became a pessimist of the very first water.
There rUDS throughout
his writings
a vein of
despafr that shocks one, and the reader is often chilled, and even frightened,
at the terrible coldness with which he destroys and dispels all those fond
illuAions and pictures of fancy to which the human mind often resort,; and
clings as a relief. ' As Schopenhauer
took a deep interest in &"ICIedHindoo
literature,
one meets quite frequently
in his writings a peculiar Oriental cast,
a 80rt of Buddistie spirit, which here and there lends :l veculiar coloring to
his essays.
Then the attentiye
reader cannot fail to discm'er, also, Schopen~
hauer's peculiar views about women, which causes one almost t~ believe, that
Schopenhauer
lived a few centuries
ago. But enough of these preliminary
remarks.

MUSIC,"
EDl1'lOX.

When the author of this book fir'lt sent it into the world about four '"ears
ago,.he felt. the anxie~y natural to everyone who, pUb}jshi~g his first book,
awaits tbeJudgment
01 those whose opinions he respects) and whose decisions
must .mak: or mar the fortunes of his work. But thesc apprehensions
were
speedtlv dIspelled bJ the extremely favorable r€ccj)tion aCcorded t th
k
h
. .
d·
.
'I'
0
e wor
y mmUClans an critics.
he errors pointed out were few a d j. hl th
d·ffi
f'
.
n s Ig ) e
I erences 0 0pllllons were, for the most part, unimpor~ant;
in short the
labor and care expended on it were so fully acknowledoed
d
' I
'
'" ,an
so generous y
approved, that It would be exceedingly
ungrateful on the part of the author
Ilot to take the present opportunity
to express his sen'e
f th
d
"
,
•
0
e courtesy an
ap~recl~tlOn given hll~ by the musical publiCI and especially by that Portion
of It whlCh represents Its highest intelligence
Such app'ec· t·
. t
"
d
"
.
~ la Ion IS a once &
pro oun source of gratlficatlOn
and an incitement to renewed t"
f
excellence.
s 1'1 Vlng a ter

Schopenhauer
was born in Dantzig, Germany,
in the year 1788. His
father was a rich merchant j his mother was the well-known
authoress of
novels, Johanna Schopenhauer.
A literary vein seem>; to have run in the
larger portion of the Schopenhauer
family, for the daughter) Schopenhauer's
onl)~ sister Adele also was a novelist.
When Dantzig was ceded to Prussia in
1i93. the family being anti-Prussi:m
in political sentiment,
moved, at con •
eiderable loss of property, to Hamburg.
The elder Sehopenhauer
was a very
intelligent
man. liie was fond of reading. but still more IRO of traveling, and
he made frequent and prolonged visits to England and France.
These visits
to foreign countries made young Schopenhauer
a good linguist, for he spoke
and wrote both English and French, quite fluently.
He was also well versed
in the ancient languages, both Latin and Greek, and wrote dissertations in
the former language.
While the father bad many excellent points of character,

The present edition, demanded
bv the 'requirements of th
k h
. d"
•
emar-et
receIve
no revlSlon) partly because in the main P"'ta f lh h k
' as
h e I·
I
h
d"
0
e
00' the author
leves Ie as one hiS best, and partly because the t'
I
revising the chapter on " Modern Composers and V. time. laCSnot come for
I
a t h oug h such a chapter must necessarily be incomplete.I..f UOSI 0 the Present,"
.
:Vith gratitude for the past,
tlOn IS olfered to the public.

and with hope for the future

'

thO thO d J.
IS
U e 1-

WIS., Nov.~21st,1887.

.T.:C. F.
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is pre-eminently

.alsc the land of metaphysics.

tice time accordingly.
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t.hina that does not represent

The exercises foJ' beginners thus far puLlished, are too long in form, and
not compactly enough compiled to form a course by which the pupil can prac.
tice all the different moveme~ts of the-fingers, wrists ~nd arms daily, and at
.the same time llave the entire family of keys constantly under observation.
The average beginuer cannot be expected to practi~e more than a halfllOur a day.
]f )'OU force him to do ,morel he will only learn
to hate his
music and just" sit offP his time with the same feeling as n convict, not to
speak of the numberless difficulties and unpleasant occurrences that witI !trise
from. ill feeling created between the teacher and pupil, even when the parents
co~operate with the former.
Of the half-hour, fifteen minutes are to be given
to exercises, and fifteen minutes to pieces.
Later, the time for exercise can
be reduced to ten and that for pieces increased to twenty minutes.
From ten
to fifteen minutes for exercises is sufficient for from two to three years,
but the,time for pieces must be increased, as soon as the pupil has on hand
ample material to' preventa too frequent repetition of the same pieces. 'With the
exception of the first few months, there is no need of purely mechanical e.xereises.
From that time, the mechanical
practice be combined with mental
work by transposition.
Purely mechanical exercises can be done more effectively away from the Iliano, than at the pianol either by lighter gymnastic exercises,
But for beginners it is hardly neceSSary) because while they acquire
sufficent independence of the handsl and practical knowledge of the clavier
and reading, they have time enough to cultivate the necessarv technic in an
easy and natural way.
Wh~n a beginner has a collection of daily exercises,
comprising all the different technical difficulties, and compiled in such a way
that he can play them in a different key every day, within from ten to fifteen
minutes, according to the difficulty of the different keys, there is no need of any
l5uch wordy and musically meaningless so called studies as those by Lebert,
~ohler &. Co. There:ar(as:many
pieces and studies, that contain just as good
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he had also some great weaknesses, and these the son not only inherited,
~ut
they became intensified in him.
One of these failings was a decided morbid.
ness of temperament,
which sometimes seemed to ove~whelm
him.
RiB
mother evidently had no special affection for her husband, and sought pleasure
in society and travel, which separated
her much from her family.
Yo~ng
Schopenhauer,
being the only son, was designed by his father for the countl~ghouse, but, do what his father could, his son rebelled against all mercantile
employment.
Mild forms of correction were employed, bnt these were of no
avail, and at last the choice was left him between a regular college education
and a visit through Europe.
Although
young Schopenbauer
was eager to
learn, he choose the latter, and in 1803 the family started for England and
Scotland, where they remained for a considerable time. During this period our
young philosopher was put into a boarding-school
at Wimbledon,
near London,
and it was here that he acquired
a thorough knowledge of English
which he
often displays in his writing.
But what is far worse and much to be deplored,
is the fact that in this boarding-house
he took a. cordial dislike to English
formality, and especially to the English
clergy and English ideas of religion.
He is most unsparing when the opportnnity
offers itself to speak of the clergy
of the Church of England,
and he himself says that a great deal of th~t
biUerneEls which he feels toward religion in general and the ministry
III
pa'rticular
is chargeable to the clergyman, who presided over the Wimbledon
school.
A fter leaving England,
the family visited Switzerlalld and then returned
home,
But scarcely had they been settled again in the old home, when the
father died. Prompted by a sense of reverence for his parent's
wishes, the
t;on now entered the counting-house;
but the desire for higher knowledge
at
last oecame irresistible,
and prompted
by his thirst for leal'ninp;, he finally
cntet"i;,d the UlliV'el'sity of Goottingen, where he 8tudied hii3lory and natUral
sciences, two studies, he saY8, which in his latter work proved very helpful to
him.
Here he bec~me acquainted
with Schultze, who aided him with his
sound advice,
'Vhen referring to his meta.physical studies, Schultze counseled
SchQpenhauer
to read Kant and Plato first, and cautioned
him under no
circumstances
to read any other philosopher,
especially
not Aristotle
and
Spjn'oza, until he had thoroughly
digested the firilt two named authors.
In
I811 he went to Berlin, drawn thither by Fichte, buto after hearing a few
lectures from this philosopher)
h.e felt disappointed
and turned from him. In
1813 he endeavored to secure the Doctor's degree at the University
in Berlin,
but the war with France being then at its height he was prevented
from
making the attempt.
He finally, however, took the degree at Jena, and then
turned towards 'Weimar, the literary 2\Iecca of Germany, where he was favored
with Goethe's friendship.
It was here, aho, th:w, he met the oriental scholar
Meyer, who caused Scbopenhauer
to intere::t himaeIf.in
tIle hol.r writings of
East India) which, as has already been eta ted, gives some of his essays such 11
strange cast.. During the period from 1814-18 he lived quietly in Dresden,
and while there he wrote his famous treatise OD "Sight and Colora!"
About
this time he also wrote his most famous work, U The 'Vorld as the Will atl.d its
Representation!'
In 1818 he- visited Rome, and then returned
to Berlip,
where he connected himself with the University
as a lecturer. ' But he was
soon drawn a second time to Italy, where he remained until 1825.
He again
settled in the Prussian capital, but the approach of the cholera drove him a
second time from that city, and this caused him to finally settle in Frankfort
on the Main, where he spent hi!i life.
He was fortuna-tely
situated, for his
father had left him ample mean~.
He was therefore not compelled
to labor
for his support; he had command of hi!! own time, was independent
of the
powers that ruled, and ~uld aflord to ~ay exactly what he thought
and felt.
He was never slow to express his opinion, and did so rega.rdless of people or
place.
.

He now gave himself
exclusively
to metaphysical
studies,
and wrote
diligently.
His first work, "The World aa the Will tJnd Repreunlalton,"
failed
to be recognized, and was left totally unnoticed, and this was to JIim a source
of great mortification.
Not until 1836, when he published
a little pamphlet,
entitled
The Will in Nature, in which he set forth his philosophy
in the most
concise form, di his writings attract ~ny attention wllatsoever.
In 1839 one
of his theses was crowned by the Norwegian Academy of Science.
In 1851
he wrote his best work, entitled
"l'aurga
tUl4 PfJ.Tfl-li-pomena,"
a series of
o
short essays on metaphysical
subjects, which are very fine specimens
of
writing.
Schopenhauer
lived for thirty years in Frankfort, and was known there as
the Misant~roptc
Sage.
On lonely walks he WllS always accompanied
by his
poodle, to which he was much attached.
J ~ f..'\ct, it is Raid of him that he
spent more time in the company of his dog than in tbat of man.
It is the
opinion of those who lived nearest to our philosopher that his sad experieDOE!I!!I
in his dealings with men, and his antipathy to hi8 mother, made him the
pessimist he was, but that at heart he was kina, especially
so towards the
suffering.
He felt much sympathy
for those who had to battle with the
adversities of life, and in his philosophy
he advises us nol to become angry at
the meanness of men, but ratl)er to pity them on this account, and to regard
them as fellow~sufferers,
Says he: l< 'When you meet a human being, try not
at once to settle hiB mental and moral value, nor endeavor to fix his inherent
degree of dignity, neither attempt to fathom his mind or to settletheabeordi~
ties of many of his views.
The first would lead to hatred. the second to
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contempt; but rather regard your neighbor from the slandpoint of aufferlng ;
see him in his perplexing anxieties, in his vain strivings, in his unsuccessful
endeavors to secure peace and quiet, in his needs and wants, in his ailings of
body and mind, ami you will be forced to regard him as your kinsman. Instead
of indulging in hatred and feelings of contempt, you will then arouse sympathy, (hal sympathy which is Jove. and (says this pessimistic Sehopenhauer,
who ifl regarded aa totally devoid of aU regard fer religion,) it is this love
which the Gospel teaches." As far then M this basis is concerned he stands
on religious ground. But Jet us follow hiro a few steps farther. Says he,
"If you have cnet a glance at the meanness of man, and are ready to become
exasperated over it, endeavor to awaken sentiments of sympathy by looking
at the sufferings yon see everywhere among the children of men. And if this
again alarms you, turn your eye upon the corruption of human nature, and
thus will you establish a healthy equilibrium in your ,mind. Then will yon
learn that there is eternal justice and that this world is judgment." Bchopenhauer is 11 firm believer in the doctrine of total depravity in man, even in
infants. He recognizes the !leed of a change of heart. But in the use of
means we difler with him, as we shall presently see.
Schopenhauer turned away from all society, from all those active partici
pations in those U$pirations which agitate the human family, but for all he
WfiS
a diligent reftder of the European press; yes, he often took its s~ate-ments to iltustrate and prove his teachings. That he and his mother could
not agr~e is a sarl fact, yet there were good causes for it. She saw the world
only from the standpoint of enjoyment, while he was ~ deep thinker, a
philosopher, who saw the world only in the light of suffering. He believed
in Aristotle's idea, that the avoidance of trouble, which he calls a negative
sort of happiness, is far more desirable than all the pleasures which society
offer,::. He was a profound scholar, a misanthrope, a pessimist, while his
mother waR or.e of the worst optimists. In one of her letters she said to him,
l/your lamentations over this stupid world and the misery of mankind give
me bad nights and evil dreams." Another reason why Schopenhauer felt
bitterly towards his mother was her neglect of his father's memory. There
was a great gulf, so to speak, between the two, and so mother and son went
theIr own ways. They had apparently nothing in common but their names.
If. I should be forced to take sides between the two, I would stand with
Schopenhaner, for his ideas of the human family in all its corruptness, his
ideas of the evil propensities of human nature, correspond most nearly with
my experience.
But let U~drop the curtain upon this Badpicture. I merely raised it in
order to show you that the st,on.?;estmen find it often impossible, by their own
strength, to swim against tbe current of circumstances. Philosophy always
has had a clear perception of the disturbed condition in the human heart,
but philosophy never found the true remedy. This the Gospel alone supplies.
Schopenhauer was well read in ancient as well as in modern literature.
His
beet iden'l, h(' sayf', came from Kant, Plato and tbe sacred w.ritings of East
India. He always was serious; he could not bear to see anything abused,
neither man nor beast, literature nor art, religion nor pbilosophy. He hated
all cliques, all unmflnly means to oppose those tbat tbink diflerently j he
despised the socialistic ideas of modern times, as these developed themselves
during the revolutionary days of '48 and '49; in sbort, he was completely at
outs with his own times, and with many
the men that held the wheels of
government or that fashioned public thought. Despite his e::z:clusivenesB,
many grent men came to Frankfort to make his acquaintance. and not a few
remained with him in order to stndy his philosophy or to listen to his inter-esting conversations. This made the last years of Malife more pleasant and
himself more social. By nature he was an aristocrat j in his teachings and
conversations he wa!lan autocrat. He denounced many of those who taught
philosophy in the Universities of Germany as mere Sophi8ts, and, upon the
whole, he called them a most sorrowful crew. Hegel he regarded as the
arch-humbug~ Even Kant he accuses of veiliDg his ignorance at times by
using language that is difficult to understand. Yet it must be said of him that
he held Kant in tlie very highest esteem, and he often pronounced him the
clearest thinker t)f modern times. Schopenhauer despised obscnrity in any~
thing, so he was also a despiser of all duplicity in the uae of language. When
b", speaks, he always aims at a point; he ·never sets off mere fire-crackers
Roman candles. He always uses hard shot tbat hits, though from a Christian
standpoint he often shoot.'Jat a wrong target. If he uses the knife, he cuts to
the bone, and what he says he utters regardle35 of the opinions of ptlLers. He
displays the utmost faith in the correctness of his own theorie'J, and predicts
that in the future, when men shall judge with more freedom, this philosophy
will be accepted as the only correct one. What if such a man had been a
Christian, a teacher of sound theology. His writings are sometimes difficult
to understand, partly because.he uses technical terms with special meanings
attached to them that must be learned by much close reading of his theories.
Moreover he often writes in lengthy and intricate sentences, but after studying
these, his ideas always stand out clearly. No matter how we may dislike
mauy of these id"as, and no matter how much we may deplore the fact that
they were not turned into thp. right channel, we must give him credit for fearles:::.ness,for candor, and for freedom from all school-cant. The fundamental
'ideas of his philosophy are these :-The Will of mao is the real t-hing in this
'l\'orld, all else is mere representation.
This W!ll, of which Schopenhauer
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speaks, is not ,vhat in common language is meant by the absolute fn~e power
of action, but implies, in the philosopher's mind, the es~nc~ of all things, the
all-pervading power manifesting itself every:whe~e.·.ThIS.WIll ~tands separate'
from the faculty of reasoning; it is the thing III itself 10 which the created
world and the Creator meet. From this standpoint man becomes the act, thetrue manifestation of the Will. The Will, whicb lies atihe foundation of aH
representations and appearances, develops into ~.succescio~ of id~a~. From
the animal downward the Will is void of cogruuon and ideae ; It is n mere
blind force, an unconscious seeking and fleeing. It is active iu plant life, in
animal life until in man it manifests itself through the nerve power nnd the
brain, ther~by reacbing its highest. state of self-consciousness. ~he Will (,ol~les
first; it is the greatest factor, and the Intellect stands second to It. ACCOl:dlU~
to Sehopenhecer'a theories, the Intellect is a tool i~ the hands of ~he W ~ll, If
I may be permitted to use this expression. The WIll always manifests Itself
through motives. In tbe animal the Intellect is subordinate to the "Will.
The animal knows and follows only the laws of self-preservation. Prompted
by instinct it seeks "foodand shelter. Among the common people, that factoryware of society, as Schopenhauer calls them, the Will has no higher aims and
wants than self-gratification. With them the Will is the master and the brain
the servant but wben the man becomes educated, when he reaches a high
state of cUI~ure, the brain begins to rule and gradually subdues the Will. In
genius, which is tbe highest type of sensibility and intellectuality, tbe mind
becomes the supreme ruler. The Intellect is so completely absorbed and ilO
intensely interested in the clear perception of things" that the Will is, as it
were, put into chains j the mind emancipates itself from the Will and ils
powers, and it is then, and not until then, that the mind learns to "ee things
in their true light; that is, the mind sees things no longer in the light of mere
u'lefulness and productivity, but simply for tbeir own sakes. This is the
pleasurable restbetic contemplation of which Scbopenhauer speaks so much,
and .ofwhich I will say more a~ another place. This resthetic contemplation
.affords 115, however, only temporary relief; it snppresses thE'Will powey only
for a brief period of time, for the renewed activity of the Will forces upon U90
new wants, and thus prevents us from enjoying permanent roes: The
desires to have and to live, but, as life is inseparably connected With suffermgr
the Will, if gratified, must necessarily lead to ~uffering. The more the 'Will
is supppressed, the more effectually it is denied, the better and purer man becomes, until finally, in sanctification, by turning from life, he realize" in him
self a complete deathness towards this world, and a cheerful resignation to its
conditions, which gives him the much sought for relief. Thus we see how our
philosopher li!eeksthrough self-abnegation tbat which, according to the teach·
ings of the Bible, can only be found in a cheerful resignation to the Will of
God, and in accepting tbe plan of salvation. But, continnes the philosopber.,
that which appears only in single instances among the pure, the good and the
sanctified,-that ~ the perfect denial oOhe WilJ,-would, if it were reached
by aU, lead to tbe destrnction of mankind; as we now know it, it would be the
end of that world which represents the 'WilL For this new order of things,
however, we lack all conception, says our author, and to use it is therefore
equal to nothing. On the other hand, we must bear in mind the fact that our
world i8 nothing in the eyes of those who have denied the Will, and who have
come to realize its tendency.
At one time Schopenhauer's philosophical theories seemed to teacll the
masses of Germany, but they have lost much of this popu.Iarity. In the land
of Locke and Baconhe became kno'Vn in 1853 through an article in the Wutmimte'l' Review, and it is claimed that'the attention which was bestowed upon
him by the English press tended larg'ely to make him known among his own
countrymen.
Schopenhauer died in Frankfort on the 21st of September, 1860, at the
age of 72. "His house-keeper found him ooe morning, after breakfast, "ifeless
in his chair. He left a porthn of his estate to the Invalides of tbe Prllssia~
army who fought against the Socialists and Libera~s in the revolution of '48
and '49. He ~lowed nothing to be pnt upon his tombstone rut the bare nalOe,
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Perhaps some may think that, inasmuoh as we are only concerned in
Schopenhaaer's m.usical theories, I have paid too much attention to his life
and pbilosophy; but you will presently see that, in order to unders.tand this
latter, the fact~ given you are as a basis. Hit! life-story might have been.
omitted, but I know that there are many 31ll{lngyou who would be interested
in it. So let IDl now retrace our steps in order that we ma..yproperly get 3clear understanding of"the real subject in hand.
Kant, in his "Gdtique of Pure Reason," says t-hat he has proved tbe absolute impenetrability of tae essence of things by human knowledge. In order ..
to see objects we can only behold them in time, in space and in their mutual
relations to cause and effect. We can therefore not go beyond the appearanceof tbings, and there must always be something unknown, namely, that which..
et;ists independent of the appearance, independent of time, space and causality.
This Kant calls tbe {'thing in itself," and .as we cannot g~asp it, this thing in
itself is called tbe X of the univer8e. Schopenhauer steps in and says, that
the Will is that-which represents this X, and he claims that, by this solution,
~e has given positiveness and consciousness to the metaphysical world. The
Will pervades all things, hence we become identified with all things, and
(To be continued.)
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CZERNYwas born at Vienna, 21st of February, 1791.
His father, Wenislaus Czerney, was born in Bohemia, and
had been settled at Vienna as professor of the piano since
1789. Too poor to be able to give his son an instructor
of repute, be him~elf set the boy to work at the compositions of Sabaatian Bach, of Mozart, Clementi, and
Beethoven, wbo soon became tbe special object of the
young artist's devotion.
He learnt writing in the didactic style of Kimberger, Albrechtsberger, and other
theoreticians.
Being intended from his childhood to
teach the piano, he began to give lessons at tbe age of
fourteen, and continued tbis career ever after. He was
so much the vogue at Vienna, that he gave up twelve
hours a day to playing and teaching.
In this way he
was unable to develop his owu powers of execution,
which would, otherwiRe, have been very remarkable. But
the number of his written works is truly incredible. He
did not publish his earliest compositions, and it was not
till 1820, when he was aged twenty~nine, that his works
appeared.
But from that time until 1856 he publisbed
the almost fabulous number of 850 productions, great
and small, for the piano, while this figure does not
include the arrangement of II. vast quantity of symphonies, oratorios, opera overtures, and his German translation of the voluminous work of Reicha, upon barmony,
nor his great H Metbode de Piano, II nor his treatise on
composition, nor twenty·four masses with orchestra, nor
four reqniems, three h,undred graduals, motets, concertos
symphonies, quatuors, quintetts, in JaIl more than four
bundred works, which remain in manuscript.
It is evident that, for such labor as this, he must have
given up living to the world, although he was a pleasing
and amiable person. He was a small man, of delicate
constitution and perfectly simple manners.
He died at
Vienna, aged sixty-six, 19th July,' 1857.
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on subjects such as "The Violet, II
place him in the most favorable conditions for the less "Variation's"
development of his powers. He took him to Paris, and :{La Petit Tambour," ,{La Bonuambula;" etc., and he
"Reminis,
obtained his admission to the Conservatoire, 19th April, may be called the inventor of tbe genre"
1816. Pradher was his master, became attached to him, cencea, in which the several airs of oue opera are
and immediately looked upon Herz as the hope of the successively bound together, for good or for ill, by tranapproaching com~etition of pianos, when, at the last sition passages of great brilliancy.
It is "drawing-room
music n in the true meaning of
moment, his studies were interrupted by an attack of
smallpox. However, four days before the contest took the word. It attracts attention to the performer, it
place, the invalid left his bed, and, trembling with weak- amuses the company, and is does not prevent earnest
ness, set himself down to his piano. Four days after- minds, true musicians, learned or literary persons, from
something else! Henri Herz still continues
ward he had carried off the first prize.
From this thinking-of
moment his talent soared aloft, his reputation was made, head of a magnificent manufactory of pianos, has a
his name became popular. Hera was the pupil of charming and affectionate wife, and completes, in tranDourlen for harmony, and of Reicha for composition; quil ease, a career which has proved one of the most
he wrote his first works, L'air Tyroliez with variations, enjoyable and most fortunate among musicians.
(Concluded next Number.)
and the Rondo alia Cosaca, when he was hardly sixteen
years old, and his productions were most favorably
received.
.
THE VARIETY OF PIANO PLAYING.
The arrival of Moscheles at Paris, and the concerts
he gave there, greatly influenced the style of Henri Herz
If the great Solomon had lived in these latter days. he
-his playing gained in elegance, lightness and brilliancy.
It is remarkable that while Herz now appropriated a would probably have made hie famous utterance, ,. Vanlittle of the manner of Moscheles, this last altered his itas, vanitas rerum est vanitas," much stronger j for
somewhat, for it was after his performing at Paris that surely this piano-banging age, with its plethora of piano
bis playing took a larger character and a more elevated music, is enough to provoke the spleen of the inspired
Hebrew Psalmist bimself.
style.
For some time past there have been paragraphs going
In 1831 Herz and tbe celebrated violinist Lafont made
tbeir first brilliant journey through Germany. In 1834, tbe rounds of the musical papers to the effect that an
Herz visited England, Scotland and Ireland, aud was early concerto of Liszt, hitherto unpublished, had come
everywhere enthusiastically received. In 1838 and 1839, to light among his effects, and that Bernard StavenHerz and Lafont traveled together in Holland and hagen, his favorite pupil, was preparing it for public
Tbis work is in E minor and is aptly
Southern France, but their course of successes was performance.
Malediction,"
for this posthumous
resurinterrupted by the death of La{ont, who was killed by named
recting of works is a malediction, and, with the excepan accident to a diligence.
A.bout this time Henri Herz became concerned in the tion of Bach and Schubert, is a pretty ungrateful task.
manufacture of pianos, at first with Klepter, and after- Now, to cap the climax, an earlier concerto still, said to
ward alone. But, occupied as he was with composition, be in F major, bas been unearthed, and the question
arises, where is this thing going to end? We all know
teaching and performing, he neglected his own interests
how unwise it was to publish, after Mendelssobn's and
and suffered considerable losses.
Scbumann's death, so many of their unimportant and
He then determined, in order to keep up his manufac- even poor compositions. But how much worse in Liszt's
tory, to pay a visit to America, where he was already case, particularly as we are told these two concertos be·
greatly celebrated by his compositions, and he set out long to his early or virtuoso period.
in 1845. Three times be traversed the United States
ought to be a society formed for the prevention
(giving over 400 concerts), from New York, Boston, of There
cruelty to artists, and tbe publishing of posthumous
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Charleston, and New Orleans, works sternly probibited. The world has seldom profited
to Jamaica.
Then he passed to Havana and Vera
Cruz, then to Mexico, always giving a number of con .. by them, and certainly the reputation of the artist, in nine
ont of ten, suffers. The great Hungarian pianist
certs. At the request of General Herrara, then Presi- cases
only too prolific during his lifetime with his pen,
dent of the Mexican Repnblic, he composed a bymn to was
and one shudders at the bare possibility of a string of
a poem which had been P.ut up for competition, and posthumous publications a la Hugh Conway, whose
which has since become tbe national hymn of that novels have increased even more rapidly since his death
country.
than during his lifetime. With a constant influx of
He traveled through Mexico, crossed the Cordilleras pianists and piano music, the musical world threatens
on the back of a mule, visited Chili and Peru, traversing to become pianized.
How subversiye all this is to the
the countries from end to end. and then went to Cali- principles of true musical art need not be pointed out.
fornia' where, in spite of the yellow fever, his concerts So serious is tbe situation that Gounod and several
were well attended.
otber eminent musicians have taken up the cudgels
Tbe story of the first of these, an evening concert, is against the legion of pyrotecbnical piano prestidigitators,
typical enough. All was ready, the audience assembled who, like the Huns of old, threaten to bury our modern
in the hall, and Herz appeared to begin his performance, musical Rome in a storm of cacaphony and celluloid.
In some cities the local authorities bave even stepped in
when the discovery was made that one thing was wanting
-the piano! nobody had thought of tbat! and there to abate the piano nuisance, and if they could only interwas not a single piano in the whole of the town-the new fere and prevent their too frequent appearance in the
city of Sacramento.
What was to be done? "Si'ng a concert room, a long· suffering public would rise up and
French romance;' cried several voices, and Herz began chant a hozanna of gratitude. It has simply become
to sing without accompaniment.
While this was going unbearable, this constant inartistic piano drumming, and
on, some of the audience had hurried away, determined now, since ., technic made easy II has become a houseto go off some few miles distant, and fetch an old dis- hold word, we are violently assaulted by young persons of
the female~who labor under tbe
mantled harpsichord, which they presently bronght in, both sexes-generally
carrying it on their shoulders. One octave only was at idea that digital dexterity means mU6ic, and wbo, since
all in order, and it was on this octave that Herz made tbat Columbus of the Piano, Liszt, showed them how
his 'Performance.
One can imagine what fine kind of easy \t was to stand the technical egg on its bottom,
mU81Cthat must have been! But everyone, even the have been outvying their master ever since by trying to
pianist as well, had lighted their cigars, and tbe evening stand one egg on another one. In a word, prodigious
passed to the satisfaction of all, and ended with the technical feats, and not music, is tbe sole aim and ambi·
request for a second concert, for which they sent to San tion of these so-called virtuosos. The one evil feature
Francisco for a piano. Herz then returned to Valpa .. about the Hoffmann recitals (and he is a genuine mnsical
raiso, to Lima, always giving a series of cOncerts wherever wonder) is tbat the public palate, like little Oliver
he went, and at length came back to Paris, after an Twist's, continually asks for" more.!! It is n"t fur the
intrinsic musical quality of this little boy's playing that
absence of five years, that had borne abundant fruit.
At this time, 1851, Henri Herz gave himself np to tbe one-half his audiences care a rnsh, but the spectacle of
development of his manufacture of pianos, and raised it a child of bis tender years manipulating the keyboard as
to the highest standard. Satisfied and bappy on this he does; and a wonder it is, but it only excites the public
subject, he still did not neglect the source of his former mind in a wrongful direction. One-armed pianists, onesuccesses, and again started on his travels, making legged pianists (pedestrial, they dub themselves, we benumerous and always fruitful expeditions, first to Spain, lievE:), pianists without arm!; (we were almost tempted
then in Belgium, in Holland, the Rhine Provinces, to say pianists wit.hout brains, but we bave such
an enormous multitude of tbat class that tbe market is
Russia, Poland, etc., etc.
'The quality of the music by Herz for the piano was so overstocked), will soon occupy the musical arena, to the
admirable, it excelled that of all other mnsic of the same exclusion of everytbing artistic. This unbealthy cravkind during about fifteen years j and his success was so ing for the sensational and the marvelous is a bad sign,
great that editors paid, three or four times as much for not to speak of the infinite harm it does to the lod himhis manuscripts than they would for those of better self, 'who will, like the famous little Hungarian, Filstscb,
composers for the piano. These works are more than Chopin's pupil, wear himself out before he is in his teens.
200 in number. His style is especially brilliant in In a word, it is time to cry halt to all this 60rt of thing,
execution-and
Herz composed a vast quantity of varia- and also to attempt to stem tbe rising torrent of pianism
tions on operatic airs. He did, however, write six con- which threatens to submerge the musical world. The
certos with the orcbestra, which have a certain value and piano is a great instrument as far as it goes, but it is
originality, but these are the least known of his works. responsible for an immense a.mount of unmusical players
Alelo fourteen rondos, one sonata, and a... trio for the -besides, tbere can always be too much of a good thing.
Yours in Disgust,
OLD FOGY.
piano, violin and violoncello... All the rest are more or I
II
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DOHLER.

He was born. April 20th, 1814, at Naples, where his
father was bandmaster in a regiment,
Dohler was seven
years old when he began the piano, but his talent was
such that in six months he surpassed his elder sister in
his performance, though sbe bad played for several years.
When Benedict was residing in Naples, Dohler became
his pupil-then
he followed his family, first to Lacques,
where his father was engaged in the service of the
Prince, and then to Vienna, where he became the pupil
of Czerny. He had performed in public since he was
thirteen years old, and although at. seventeen be became
virtuoso and private musician to the Prince de Lacques,
and had the honor of accompanying him in traveling-,
yet he obtained leave of absence, which enabled him to
perform in all parts of Europe, and to give a vast nuUlber of cuncerts. first at Berliu and Leipsic, then in Italy,
in France, in England, in Holland, all over Germa.ny, in
Sweden, and I know not where else, and at length in
Russia, where he remained nearly two years. These
travels had lasted from 1836 to 1843. At St. Petersburg
he had found a powerful protectress in Princess Tschermetoff. Dohler was a person of handsome appearance
and of charming manners. Thus it was that the interest
entertained for the pianist by the Princess changed to a
more tender sentiment, and although ber rank placed
great difficulties in the way, in Russia, yet by perseverance and making some sacrifices, she succeeded in surmounting them, and Dohler became her husband in
1846. They settled in Italy, and the artist was trans'
formed into tbe amateur. Unfortunately, at the moment
when all seemed to promise for him the most delightful
existence, his health broke down, and in spite of the
most tender care, he languished and died at Rome, Feb ..
ruary 21st, 1856, at the early age of forty-two. Dohler's
execution was delightful, and relatively the same charm
is noticeable in his works also. He wrote many arrange ..
ments of airs from Italian operas.
But his
Noc·
turJIes" are his original works, and I prefer them to the
former, as they better reveal to us his individual talent,
of a graceful dreaminess.
II

HENRY HERZ.
We now come to the" king of variation," Henry
~erz.
Born at Vienna, 6th January, 1803, he began
hIS studies at Coblenz, under the direction of his father
and by the aid of some elementary books. At eight
years old he performed at a pnblic concert the II Varia·
tions" by Hummel, Op. 8. But the weakness of his
left ~a~d i.n comparison with the right appeared to offer
an lDvlDClble obstacle to the development of bis art,
when bis father thought of correcting this defect by tbe
study of the violin, and this expedient was thoroughly
successful.
He had scarcely received three montbs'
instruction in composition from the organist Hunten,
when Herz wrote a sonatine for the piano. His father,
foreseeing the musical future that awaited him, wished to
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whose knowledge of the art was narrow, and acquaintIt should be remembered, too, that in this system each ance with other subjects still more so. Men of this class
student is required to enter upon a regular course of were readily distinguishable by their long hair, hardPIANO PLAYING AND GENERAL MUSIOAL IN- technical study, which cou~se cannot be given uR out of sounding names and dirty linen; the latter may have
STRUOTION FROM THE BEGINNING TO THE love for II pieces," nor yet III deference to the Wishes of been absent in some cases, but the former, navel'.
parents or guardians, who are in haste to have some Teachers with common every-day names were passed by
END.
II.
11 showing," be it ever so superficial, for their investin favor of Herr Poundthekeysky, Toothehornsky, Signor
ment, but must be pursued uninterruptedly through aU Squalini, or Monsieur De Scrapethestrings, and whose
RY CARLYLE
PETEI~S[LEA.
the grades of study, since gradation and final graduation ability was usually in inverse ratio to the length of their
hinge upon substantial acquirements in this line.
name. So prevalent was the fashion of entrusting the
BEFORE entering minutely into the technicalities
of
The number of students who, having spent years in
piano playing and general muaicnl instruction, 1 desire to study, are found, upon examination, to have wasted the musical education to such men that our own countrymen
call attention to the following article which appeared in bulk of their time either in playing trashy music or in adopting the profession from choice found it necessary to
a recent issue of the Boston Transcript.
There are so presumptuous undertakings for which they were wholly bury a homely patronymic under a jaw-breaking assumed
many conflicting opinions in regard to class instruction unprepared, is so surprisingly great that the importance name, and dissemble their nationality by a pitiless
murder of their mother tongue. Mr. Brown, the merin music that it 18 important, for the advancement of Art, of this point can scarcely be over-estimated.
It is true
that the subject should be thoroughly studied by our most that this advantage could be secured in private study a!l chant, had no use for plain Joe Green, the music teacher,
advanced musical educators. Pupils who are anxious to well. were such study pursued in a well-ordered way; who probably sat on the same bench at school/with him
make the most rapid advancement ought to take class but the number of private students who are thus required in their youthful days; but had unlimited confidence in
ability of Giovanni Verdi, of whose ante~edents he
and private instruction of the same teacher.
to take up and master a regular course of technical train- the
knew nothing. He may have been the deepest- dyed
CLASS INSTRUCTION AND MUSICAL EDUCATION.
ing is comparatively small, and they do not affect the expatriated rascal under the sun; but no inquiry was
Any effort to demonstrate the advantages of class discussion.
he was introduced to the home as a foreigner,
More important than all these, however, is the eon- made;
instruction as a whole is entirely called for, in view of
and, synonymously, a musician-because
he claimed to
the indorsement it receives at the hands of all intelligent eideration, that while in private study pupils are likely to be such in halting English.
educators; but the mistaken and widely-disseminated become acquainted with all their own faults, and the
Yet, paradoxically, this tribe of tramp musicians,
idea, that music does not belong to the catalogue of best way of handling them, it is entirely possible that, whose authority in music was considered final, were at
studies best pursued by this method, deserves attention having reached proficiency themselves, they may meet the same time considered as little better than simpletons
and refutation. The existence of such an idea may be with a difficulty in their first pupil of which they have and fools in other matters. Speaking in this way, we
easily accounted for, in view of the fact that, until a com- no knowledge whatever, and which will necessarily have are not individualizing; we speak of a class, and under
paratively recent date, the study of music bas been to be treated experimentally until, after many trials and the consciousness that there did exist many notable and
considered of too little importance to secure for it any much blundering, they acquire the skill which alone in- honorable exceptions, who felt as keenly as anyone
attention at the bands of our public aobool boards or sures success. Now, though the classes be limited to could the degradation of a position which brought upon
the faculties of academies and collegiate institutions in three or four, the changes which are constantly being them treatment similar to that meted out to conrt jesters
this country; and, further, the not altogether unselfish made in them as the reealt of regradation, etc., make it in
days of old-applauded and petted one moment, to be
prejudice of very many private teachers has certainly possible for the student to observe the weakness and-disinfluenced public opinion, so far as it may have been abilities of a large number of individuals, and to famil- cuffed and derided the next.
No wonder tbat, with such things before their eyes, the
uninstructed, and, consequently, unirrtelligent, upon the iarize himself with the best means (exercises, studies, youth
of that day, as-much as they may have loved music
etc.) used in overcoming the same. In a word, the
subject.
The proposition, that music does come under the same superior intelligence necessarily possessed by a teacher for itself, turned with repugnance from the idea of adoptcategory, in this regard, with all those topics comprised who is able to meet the demands of every variety of ing it as a profession, seeing only reproach in so doing.
in a curriculum of collegiate or professional study, is temperament, and to overcome every variety of weak- This feeling, common at that time, is dying out, but still
manifestly established, if it may be shown that the same ness, is by this means placed at the disposition of every lingers and is sufficiently strong to add bitterness to the
advantages accrue in the one case as in the other; and student j and it is fair to presume that those especially cup of annoyances incidental to the profession of music,
we are confident that the mere enumeration of these who are studying with the expectation of becoming and which teachers are called on to drink. But, withal,
advantages will be sufficient to convince every candid teachers themselves will be anxious and ready to profit the time seems to be close at hand when music as a projudgment that the discrimination which has been made to the utmost by such an opportunity, since they can but fession will be esteemed as worthy and honorable as any
against class instruction in music is entirely unauthorized remember tbat the near future will surely demand of in the cycle of science or art.-The Metronome.
and illogical. We may notice-I,
That the system is them the ability to meet and handle all these difficulties.
less expensive, so that the best instruction is placed That there may be those so constituted that they cannot
JOSEr HOFMANN,
within the reach of all; 2, A spirit of emulation is utilize these advantages we will allow, and that there are
awakened, which spurs to persistent effort j 3, self- teachers giving instruction in classes who fail to appre·
Whether Josef Hofmann, the ten-year-old child wbo
possession and confidence are acquired as a result of the ciete or even understand the full significance of class
necessity of reciting before others; 4, The student is work, and who, consequently, cannot realize for their has lately created such a commotion in the musical
preserved from one- sidedness and excessive self-esteem; pupils ita full advantages, may be true ; but objectcre to world. be destined, says London
5, Comparison with others affords opportunity for the system of class instruction must either demonstrate Trutli, to grow into a second Mozart,
judging intelligently as to one's own advancement, thus the fallacy of the above propositions, and deny the to fill the place of Liszt, or to fade
interdicting that spirit of contentment so easily imposed authority of such successful experience in European into mediocrity as he advances in
upon by indifferent or unscrupulous teachers j 6, The schools, or admit that Mendelssohn was right in indors- years, there is no doubt that at the
questions asked by different members of the class (the ing and highly recommending it to those who are present moment he presents a sinanswers to which may be equally profitable to all) must aspirants for a musical education, in view of II its gularly interesting example of juveAnd that not alone
call into requisition more tborough preparation upon the advantage over the private instruction of the individual. n nile precocity.
part of the teacher, and at the same time necessarily inHowever slow we may be to accept it, history has cer- as a musical genius.
Young Josef was born at Cracow
crease the sum total of instruction imparted; 7, Mental tainly demonstrated that, though it be mightily inquickening and inspiration are realized as the result of trenched, prejudice must eventually yield to the logic of on June 20, 1877, and at the early
age of seven he attracted the notice'
the association of differently constituted minds; 8, The facts.
of Anton Rubinstein, who is re-'
critical faculties are cultivated the more, since each
NEARLYevery young lady has studied music tn some spoueible for the bold prophecy that
student comes to sustain the relation of judge, the faults
of others being seen, and suggestions respecting them form; how very seldom one is found who can render he is a prodigy such as the world has never yet produced. He is a sturdy lad, though small for his age,
being heard under circumstances which tend to impress even ordinary music in a pleasing and correct manner.
Why is this fact treated with indifference by parents, and the mere grasp of his hand betokens no small
them most indelibly upon the mind. The gain in these
physical strength.
A child of ten must indeed be
respects will reedibly be granted; but, further, although pupils and teachers?
If a girl on leaving school could neither read, write, possessed of no little endurance to play ten or a dozen
class teaching neceaaitatea the devotion of less time to
the individual student, this need not involve any disad- spell, nor locate any city of importance in the United long and difficult pieces at a concert, and then to rush
vantage in view of a truth which is coming to be s-ecog- States, an investigation would be made as to the cause; off eagerly to join in a game of lawn-tennis.
Yet this
nized by all thoughtful teachers, viz.: that the student and yet, just such gross ignorance may be found among is what he did not long ago, and when a friend expressed
needs guidance, suggestion and criticism, rather than music pupils, and not a word is said nor an effort made a fear that he would tire himself, he answered:
It is
routine drill accompaniment, and that the teacher's best to find wherein the fault lies.
easy to play the piano, but so hard to play tennis, I must
While much is due to the lack of talent and industry go and learn I" He is, in fact, a thorough boy, with all
service is done in simply superintending and directing
. a boy's enjoyment of fun and mischief.
the pupil, leaving him to work out his own development of the pupil, the teacher is not entirely blameless.
under the impulsion of personal interest and enthusiasm.
The latter are so often .ebsorbed in their own improveAt the Crystal Palace, the other day, when his perOriginality is thus stimulated, individuality preserved. ment, that they have neither tune nor thought for their formance was over, he was eager to escape from the apand the best results achieved. For such criticism and pupils.
plause of the crowd in order to sample the different
They care nothing for their reputation as teachers not species of pea-shooters to be purchased there. The
superintendence the class system gives abundant time.
Now that all these advantages attach to class, work in intending to adopt that profession as their life work' but adoration he receives from the softer sex is at present a
any line of study will surely meet with neither demurrer merely using- it as a stepping-stone to something they'con- great bore to Josef.
nor denial j there are additional facts to be mentioned. eider higher.
Not long since, a gentlemen who had heard that he
moreover, which render this system especially suited to
Some drag through the lesson hour in a listless way was going to perform at BuU, asked him to stay at
the wants of those who are seeking a musical education. that soon infects the pupil, and some are even more his house, holding out, among other inducements, the
\
And first this-while the members of a given class are negligent, not even occupying the specified time and society of little girls of his own age. Josef did not like
'
doing the same grade of work, their studies may not be allowing errors to pass uncorrected.
to refuse point-blank, but he climbed on to the knee of
identical, and so it is possible for each to profit by the
We believe that persons of talent do not make the best his great friend, Mr. Lindlar, and whispered in his ear:
instructi?n, explanation a~d criticism attaching to a teachers. Points tha.t were easily acquired by them, do "I don't want to go I The ladies will cut off pieces of
much WIder range of mUSIC than they could possibly not seem of so much lmportance to them, never having my hair, and they take the ribbons off my clothes, and
command alone. Again, the quiet self-possession and beep imJ?rc~sed on their mind by reprimands caused by ll~a~e me sign my name all day-and
they are always
ability to do one's best in the presence of others ·is an theIr omlSSlOn; consequently they would not notice their klssmg me, and I don't like it at all!"
He does not
essential to any satisfactory interpretation of music, and pupil's error, although they would never be guilty of the practice very much, about an hour and a half a day being
all study must prove valueless if the individual is mana- same one themselves.-~lfusical Record.
deemed sufficient .for the present. He cares very litlle
cled by the eye of criticism; but it happens that embar·
for the tremendous applanse with which he is greetl:d
rassment and confusion find thp,ir first prey in the nervous
OLD-TIME rEA UDS.
but is keenly sensitive to criticism or blame. The avowed
system; and self-command must be acquired. Rnd it is
object of his present tour is to collect funds for his musiapparent that nothing is so conducive to this end as conTHEREwas a timet not so long ago, when the profession cal education, and at the elld of 1888 he will retire for a
stant association with others and performance in their of music, at least that part of it which has to do with space, not to reappear until he has attained maturer
presence.
teaching, was almost wholly in the hands of a set of men years.
[For THE
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OONOERNING THE PSYOHOLOGIOAL RELATION OF MUSIC.
By W, S. B.

MATHEWS.

The various operations of cognizing music may be reduced to three
categories: perceiving, comparing, and concluding.
For example, certain sounds fall upon the ear, where they make impressions of number
and intensity.
The investigations of Helmholtz have shown the mechanism by which the ear takes cognizance of impressions of pitch and power.
We may supposethat this part of the work is done automatically, just as
in the harmonic telephone the receiving forks answer to their own rate
of vibrations, only. So the little filaments spread out in the cochlea of
the ear probably answer to specific rates of vibration, or nearly so. Upon
whatever filament a series of vibrations falls, the report of -it is immediately sent upward to the brain, to what is called the cortex, or outer
coatmg of it, and to the particular part of this having to do with musical
sounds, or, more properly, impressions of pitch. Now the cortex of the
brain is one of the most curious structures' known to Anatomy.
It is of
considerable thickness, nearly that of sole leather, and if spread out
would make an irregular circle nearly-two feet in diameter.
This coating consists of what is known as the gray matter, in which all thinking
is done.
It is composed of cells, myriads upon myriads of them, microscopic in size, by far the most of them merely germs of what some day
may become cells, but which at present are merely material for future use.
The abundance of this material is such, that the most profound thinkers
never use half their possibility of brain development.
The wonderful
thing about the brain is that these cells are developed into maturity
under the desire or the effort to use them. A few of them are half developed at birth.
Such are those having to do with the instinctive and
functional acts of infant life. No sooner does the child feel the pressure
of the air than it begins to breathe, and no sooner does it feel a pressure
upon its lips than it attempts to suck. Just in the same manner the young
duck begins to swim as soon as it feels the water.
The localization of function in the brain is now definitely established.
One part of it is devoted to impressions of one kind; another to those of
another, and so on. This fact has been established through the observed
effect of lesions in certain parts of the brain, and the losses of mental
power accompanying them. From one part of the brain to another there
are minute fibres, called commissural fibres, which run like telephone
wires, by thousands, here and there· in every direction.
The supposed
design of these fibres is that of conveying from one part to another intelligence of its having been affected by a sense impression.
Of course, we
really know nothing of the actual mechanism by which sense impressions
are compared with each other, and conclusions arrived at concerning
them. There is reason to think, however, that nothing like a conclusion
is arrived at until after a sense impression has been reflected back and
forth between several of these departments of cells, or between the different localities of a single department.
Whatever the subject of knowledge, whether musical effect, information, or what not, it comes into the
brain only as a report of a particular kind of impression upon a nerve or
nerves of sense. It is by transactions witJu'n the brain that the individual
concludes concerning any impression that it is pleasurable, or that it
gives him information in any way. When the impressions reported are
those of articulate speech, they must be classified into their consonant
and vowel elements, these grouped into words, and these again into sentences, before the mind is able to conclude anything concerning them.
Sentences, again, must be remembered, and comparisons continued
through several minutes, it may be, before the individual is able to follow
the conclusions to which the speaker would lead him. This which thus
demonstrably takes place in speech, takes place still more in music.
The elements of a music piece are: (I) rhythm, (2) determinately
selected pitches, (3) certain gradations of tone color, (4) rates of move- •
ment or pulsation, (5) variations of intensity, and (6) an ar·ticulate organization of form. Each one of these deiJartments involves the registry of
a large number of sense impressions, and their comparison with each
other, before anything intelligible can be concluded concerning the
piece to which they belong.
In rhythm, for example, there is a com·
parison of the succeeding impressions with the registered record of the
former, as to their frequency; these comparisons are so accurate as to
enable the hearer to perceive that certain impressions are mUltiples of
others, as to their rate of frequency.
The persistence of impressions of
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this class is perhaps greater than that of any other. This is shown in the
fact that a motive of decided rhythm, having been several times heard
already in the course. of a music piece, is immediately recalled to the
memory when only its rhythm is repeated, although the transformation of
the melodic intervals may be so complete as to amount to an inversion.
It is also seen in the fact that one not unfrequently marks time to music
heard at a distance while he is engaged in something near at hand, as in
conversation, for instance.
It is also known that a person engaged in
writing or study, occupying apparently the whole attention, can be made
to whistle a familiar air, if the.air be sounded very softly in his hearing.
If it be sounded loudly, his attention will be consciously drawn to it, but
if softly, he will not know that he has heard it, but will unconsciously
whistle it or hum it, according to his habit of giving expression to the
music that happens to engage his fancy.
In 'fact the impression of time
is so strong in music that the pulsation of the rhythm is the one and single element of unity between the different movements of sonatas, symphonies, etc., where there is no repetition of key, no. repetition of
motives out of the other parts of the work, and nothing apparently upon
which an impression of unity can base itself. It was formerly supposed
between the different movements of a sonata, that the unity, which all
good observers felt, and which all sestheric laws required to subsist
between them, was only what they called H an ideal unity; " as if there
could be an ideal unity, or any kind of unity, in our present state of
existence, at least, without some physical basis through which it could
impress itself upon the attending consciousness.
In this case that element is the pulsation of the time. If there be another, it will come out
later in the present discussion.
The most elaborate comparisons undertaken by the brain, in respect
to music, are those having pitch for their subject matter.
The object of
all comparisons between one sense impression and another, is that of
finding between them a principle of unity.
It is for this purpose that the
mind seeks to group vowel elements and consonant elements into words,
and words into sentences, and sentences into discourse.
Now in music
the comparisons in respect to pitch are of the most elaborate description.
We can hardly hope to take account of more than a small part of them;
and in doing this we are very likely to regard comparisons as simple
which in reality are highly complex.
What is a melody, as we conceive
it?
It is, first, a succession of pitches, having an agreement of what we
call tonality, as well as a definitely organized movement and motivization
in time. The perception of the principle of tonal unity, involves the
conception of all the tones in the key; or of so many of them as are
necessary to render the key certain.
We do not know how many subconscious comparisons it may need to produce this impression; but be
they many or few, they must all be made before we can be certain that a
particular succession of pitches is part of the same key. This latent impression of the key as a whole is present and enters into all our enjoyment of a melody j or, at least, into such an enjoyment of it as would
enable a musi~al person to repeat it. This involves the perception or
recognition of all the points of repose, as to their place in key, and of
the place of every tone between them, because in this the meaning of the
melody rests.
It is easy to demonstrate that what we call the mental effect of tones
in key rests upon a perception of the key as a whole. For instance, there
is a melody called Dennis, well known to American singers. This melody
is of a gentle expression; its quality is due, apparently, to the fact that
out of thirteen accents five fall on H do," the tone of repose, and three
on " mi;" the steady or Jcalm tone, to use the naming of the Tonic SolFa. The vigorous tune Warwick, on the contrary, has seven accents on
" do," one on n re;" four on " mi," one on H fa," nine on H sol," four
on If la, and two on "si."
The strength and dignity of this melody,
therefore, reside in the preponderance of sixteen accents upon those two
extreme points of the major scale, H do, II the tone of repose, and
sol,
the strong tone. The same _influence will be found to pervade all the
slow movements of the great masters, one and all j in so far as they possess an expression residing in the key relationship of the tones themselves,
it will be found to correspond with the preponderance of accent upon
particular tones of the scales. It is important to observe that the coloring
of tones in key belongs to them merely as tones in key. As soo.n as
these tones are put in some other key their characteristic expression
changes, as any reader can easily convince himself, by a few well-man·
II
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aged experiments.

This being the case, it follows that the expression of

tones in key will not be perceived

by a hearer unable

to remember

and

compare, and refer each tone to its proper place with reference to the
other tones heard in the same connection.

Not only those

heard

in the

same connection, but with those which might be heard in the same
connection. For it is not necessary that all the tones of the key
should actually be present j it is enough if there be sufficient to afford
a well-grounded conception of the key. The mind supplies the missing
links, just as it supplies missing lines in many drawings
and other
representations
or suggestions of familiar things of the external world.
Or, just as it supplies the missing elements of imperfectly
articulated
speech.
In fact, it is not until the hearing is partly lost, that one realizes
the extent to which missing links are supplied in comprehending
the
half-delivered discourse of indifferently
educated persons.
But it is in the department
of harmony that the most elaborate comparisons are entered into.
There is reason to think that not only are
chords heard.. or felt, as we say, in connection with all melody tones of
sufficient duration, but that all chords belonging to the key are conceived
along with it. It is this which renders certain kinds of advanced music
so difficult to many who have neither the heredity nor the habit of taking
into account so many remote relations.
When the harmonies are strange,
and when they are not those which the educated ear would anticipate in
connection with the melody tones, the ear finds itself unable to discover
the underlying principle of tonal unity as to the harmony, and the music
becomes unenjoyable, if not unintelligible.
That far-reaching
comparisons of this kind are made over much wider reaches of territory than is
commonly supposed, is shown by the fact that modulations
are immediately appreciated by an expert listener.
No sooner has the tone of
transition entered than he immediately
feels the new key, both for itself
in~e~endentl~,
and as related to .the old one. It is the difficulty of doing
this, m certain cases of misleading
digressions of key, which forms the
principal obstacle to the reception of some of the music commonly known
as "advanced,"
by which is meant that music of the modern German
school, dealing largely in enharmonic
changes
and
remote
transitions.
These transitions do not all of them rest upon considerations
of a
true tonality, but are liberties which the composer feels himself warranted
in taking, his justification
being derived from the tempered
scale of the
pianoforte and other instruments
of fixed scale.
To pass directly from
the key of E flat, for instance, to that of D sharp, through what is called
~n e~har~onic
change, wherein the two key tones are supposed to be
Identlca~, ~s o~ the ~atU1:e of what in speech is called a pun, and to many
hea:ers it 1S ml~lea~ll1~ m the s~me way.
'While they are seriously compar~ng and coordmatmg
the Impressions within themselves, under the
belief that the bond of unity in the case in hand is to be found in the
tonic ~f E ~at, th: composer sweetly changes his signs, and immedjately
proclanTIs himself III the key of D sharp.
This would not make a difference to the hearer, guided by his ear only, if it were not for the retinue
of keys, relatives of the new ones, which the change drag~ after it. Still
our musical theory is so inexact at present that we do not really know how
far t\1e correspondence of enharmonic
keys exists in a true musical science.
The difficulty of finding the true bond of tonal unity becomes even
greater when modulations by means of the diminished
seventh are introduced and resolved in different ways, as they often are.
To follow these
requires the same kind of quick musical consciousness and indifference to
considerations
~f strict v.eracity, as are needed for appreciating
the play
u.pon words whIch constitutes much of the so-called wit of society.
The
Sll1cere person~ accustomed
to weigh his words, and justly to measure
every part of hIS sentences over against that part of the truth which it is
supposed to represent, finds himself left in the lurch at every step of these
happy-go lucky dancers along the highway of art.
To enter into this
branch ofthe subject fully would be impossible without the aid of examples in musical nutation j and for these, perhaps, the reader would not
care.
The question is a curious one, but the student can easily settle it
for. himself .by a~lalyzing any piece of Wagner's, for example, and calculat1l1g the .vibratIOn fr~quencies of the different tones, and of the new key
tones, takmg the startm~ point o.f the composer, and allowing for every
change of key .. He wIll find It very difficult to justify some of the
changes, m the light of a pure music theory.
A comparison
of this kind
undertaken some years ago concerning
the modulations of a part of Wag~
ner's " Lohengrin " yielded the following results:_

The passage analyzed
was the first three lines of page 23 of the
Novello edition of «Lohengrin."
It commences in the key of F. At
the third measure, however, where Frederick says, "Now
ye shall know
the name of her accomplice,
the key changes
to F minor.
Now
taking middle C at 522 vibrations,
which is about that of the so-called
French diapason, and computing
around to A flat major, we have an F
of 687 vibrations per second.
This F is supposed by Wagner to be
enharmonic
with the former one, or, more properly, identical
with it
as, indeed, it is on a tempered instrument.
In the next line he modulates
into A flat, 824 vibrations.
There is then a transition
into C flat in
which A flat would have 814 vibrations
per second.
In the third
measure of. t~e same lin:: there is a C flat having 977 vibrations
per
second j this IS enharmomcally
changed to B natural, which would have
978 vibrations,
and is, therefore,
practically
identical.
In the next
line there is a C sharp of 1.101 .vibrations,
which is enharmonically
changed
to D flat, of 1099 vibrations, as before, practically
identical
etc .. ~n so far .as these inductions
prove; anything,
it is that Wagner'~
transitions
are singularly near a correct perception of pure mathematical
harmony.
II

But setting aside difficult questions of this kind, it remains incontrovertible that there is no intelligent
hearing of music without comparisons
of tone with tone, as to their underlying
bond of unity upon the harmonic side, extending
over wide reaches and involving
extremely com?licated c06r~inat~0~s of s~nse perc~ptions.
It may be claimed by those
mtent upon simplifying this operatIOn, that the impression of key does
not rest upon any such extended
induction as here represented ; but that
any

chord

.is rec:ived

a~d

acc:pted

by.the

ear if it be sou~ded long
with by the entrance
of some other chord having possible claims to the rank of tonic.
This
is undoubtedly
the case; but it happens that in all music this other chord
always does enter; and not one alone, but many others, some of them- so
remote as not easily to be referred
to a place in connection
with the
chord
which the ear wished to take as its point of departure.
In
rejoinder to this we may be told, and told justly, that the ear accepts the
c?ord .as that of the tonic,. if it hears it oftener than any other, and especially If such a chord begins and ends the passage.
This gives the ear
the leading of the first impression,
and leaves it with the advantage of
the same ch.ord for farewell.
The observation is perfectly just, and it is
altogether
likely that the conclusion
of tonality often rests upon 110 more
complete
evidence than this.
Still, evidence of this kind will not con. vince t~e ear unless th.e chor:ts that intervene between the opening and
the clOSlllg are compatIble
WIth the tonic suggested by the openin
and
closi.ng chords.
~t is o~ly necessary to consider the disturbing
eff;ct of
heanng a melody In which unexpected
transitions occur, to recognize the
fact that however contented
the ear may be to receive and rest upon its
first impressio,n as to ~he tonic~l relation of the chord or passage, it is,
nevert~eless,
en~aged In. a contIn.ual series of comparisons
between every
c.hord 1l1. the senes and Its supposed place in the key, upon the hypotheSIS of thIS first chord being the tonic.

enough, or If the impression of It be not interfered

.Th~t this theory is. just, also appears in another way, namely, by
consldenng
the manner 111 which the law came to be established
jn harmony that the tonic chord should begin and end a composition.
Such a
law could h~ve had no other origin than by a sort of survival of the
fittest;
that IS to say, through observing the fact that a certain chord in
every key was more satisfactory
to end with than any other chord in the
s~me key.
mng,

That the same

chord

was also more satisfactory

was prob~bly a later conclusion.

The early church

as a begin~

keys, persisting

long after the ~lscovery of harmony and the settlement of a true tonality
for seca.lar mUSIC, are evidence 9f ~he extent to which the ears of many
• generatIOns
were
to thIS .perception • At th e present tnne
..
.
" uneducated
It
IS extremely dIfficult to lllduce professional musicians to compose in these
old tonal.ities,

and it may be doubted

present time ~oes so purely, according
able progreSSIOns
of harmony in these
. .

whether

so senSItIve
.
. to . harmonic progressions
gresslOn Implies, that they are offended
ou~ :athers or grandfathers
reltglOus worship.

appeared

a single

composer

of the

to the early tradition
of the allowkeys . Mod ern ears h ave b ecome
and the relat·
,IOns
w h·IC h every pro.
by these
allowable,

(To b. OontinU<a.)

progressions,

which, to

at least for the uses of
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ited, to trust the judgment of pupil and professor against
their own desires and necessities. I have not been able
to keep one of my American pupils, as yet, for what I considered the proper time, and my experience is common
to other Berlin professors. Yon will see that this is a
delicate matter, and one upon which we all feel sensitive, because our pupils represent our work, and from
our work come our reputations.
What the picture is to
the painter, the pupil is regarded as being-and is, in a
measure-to the musician; but the canvas is inanimate,
and has no will of its own by means of which to run
away before it is finished. "_ Extract from Boston
Hel'ald.

and Ballad by Chopin. All were received with the
greatest applause.
D' Albert also directed his Overture
Esther for orchestra,
which made
very favorable
impression upon me.
Sgambati, Esaipoff and Sofie Menter are to come
during the next two weeks. Until May we shall not be
wanting for musical food.
I am glad to find so many good things in the last
number of THE ETUDE. It convinces me that my own
country is also playing an important part in teaching, as
well as in reproducing, the best works the great composers have given us.

a

PROF. KARL KLINDWORTH, whose high reputation as an
artist, together with his varied experience in the best
musical circles of London, Moscow and Berlin for a long
term of years, makes his observations on music and its
study abroad of special interest and value, has given, in
the fragmentary way which a limited interview alone
makes possible, some of his impressions and opinions.
From wbat nation, Prof. Klindworth,"
asked the
JOHN REIIMA.NN.
interviewer, "do you get the greatest number of pupils
at present in Berlin?"
"From America, certainly. The English, naturally
VICTOR S, FLEOHT:ER.
conservative, who have always regarded Leipsic as the
FOREIGN CORRESPONDENOE
true musical centre in Germany for the study of music,
THE MOST SUCCESSFUL
COLLECTOR OF GElSUINE OLD
and the piano-forte especially, still continue to visit that
BERLIN.
VIOLINS.
city and send their students there, although, in the genThe concert season of Berlin is in full sway. Daily
eral advancement of musical knowledge, Berlin has been
THE Cremona violins have passed into history as the
for some time corning forward, until now it is one of the we are, so to say, overloaded by a number of concerts
chief musical centres in Europe.
The French do not and musical entertainments of every variety. Berlin is most remarkable instruments of their kind in existence.
leave for any considerable time their own country, and, surely one of the greatest, if not the greatest musical The wonderful workmanship of a Stradivarius, a Guarof course, the Paris Conservatoire stands well and has centre of the world. It numbers over 40 conservatories nerius, an Amiti, and one or two others, is as much the
many inducements to offer its students.
The Russians and music schools. Some of these have a great number result of the inspired elements of a master geuius as the
have the Rubinstein, or Imperial, conservatory at Mos- of students. In the best of these conservatories almost masterpieces oftbe most eminent painters and eculptora.
cow. It has been maintained not only by its high stand- all instruments and branches, belonging to a thorougb The value of these rare old violins is enormous. Each genard of work for its graduates, established by Nicolas musical education, are taught by competent men of uine Stradivarius is worth its thousands of dollars, and
Rubinstein and its head professors, but also by the gov· scholarship and judgment. That the piano classes are few of the wealthiest collectors are there who can boast
ernment, which so protects the institution that the young more numerous than all other classes combined, I do not of possessing such a precious rehc of the olden school.
men students are exempted from all but a limited service need to state. It is a great and praiseworthy fact that a Here in America, where there has arisen a cultured and
in the army. The option is even given them as to what musical education is highly valued, still so many persons wealthy circle of collectors, these famous old Italian
time to devote to this duty. An artist is, therefore, per- study music for mere pastime and from the motive of violins are eagerly bought up, and the leading representamitted to finish his studies in the conservatory, at least. fashion that it is difficult to find an audience of good and tive in this branch of trade, or rather of a "profession, is
Therefore, in a general way, you see, our students, out- unprejudiced listeners. It is a matter of great import- Mr. Victor S. Flechter, of No. 23 Union Square, where,
side of our own people and, I may add, some of the most ance, that at least many music schools try to give their as the leading importer of Cremona violins, violas, and
scholars an education in theory and history of music, 'cellos, and also those of the best French, English, Gerintelligent, come chiefly from this country."
without which the understanding and true education will man a-nd other makes, he carries the largest stock of
II How long is it since Berlin has taken the lead musistrictly fine instruments in the United States, and our
always remain very limited.
cally among the German cities 1"
Aside from the standing Philharmonic
concerts, the leading virtuosi, as well as the most accomplished ama"Her progress in this respect has kept pace with the
general development.
It is a part of the great educa- musical entertainments given by the Gesangvereine and teurs, here find the violma, bows, fine Roman strings, etc..
tional system and intellectual force which began with the many other musical societies, Berlin is visited by all the best adapted to insure the highest style of execution.
Many dealers in musical instruments are, unhappily, posexpansion and adornment of the city under Frederick great European and American virtuosi.
As I could not begin to fully exhaust the number of sessed of little practical knowledge of the instruments
William. A great city draws, by means of its wealth and
opportunities, the brilliant and cultivated persons from a concerts given, I will only mention some of the most they deal in j their ignorance renders it dangerous for any
large area, because these can only flourish in the light of important ones. At the most of these I was present and one but the skilled professional to select from their stock.
Mr. Ftechter, on tbe contrary, is not only an authority
a high civilization.
Although we must give to Dresden give my own impressions.
Pauline Ellise, of London, a young girl of eleven years, upon the workmanship and dates of old and new violins,
the first place in its rendition of opera, and its consequent
He was
attraction to artists and students of vocal music, yet, in gave a number of concerts, assisted by the Philharmonic but is likewise himself a talented performer.
other respects, Berlin is not only the capital, but artistic Society. In the one of these she played Mendelssohn's born in Cincinnati, and early manifesting a desire for a
concerto in D minor, accompanied by the orchestra.
I musical education, went to Germany and became one of
centre of the empire as well.
'I Throughout
the season the concerts of the highest can only say that it is remarkable to see so young a child the eminent Joachim's pupils. Returning to the city of
character must certainly average two each night. The possess such a technique and a very good conception his birth, he there early acquired an enviable reputation
quantity and quality of these concerts form.what may be of the composition. Of course she cannot play the both as a teacher and professional player, taking-promicalled the musical atmosphere of Berlin. Although the piece with a musical understanding that we would expect nent part in many of the great concerts and festivals of
private musical coteries with which each artist of distinc- of a thoroughly educated musician. She also played a that musical centre, eventually being appointed a protion is surrounded may be said in a subtle way to add Romance by Moszkowski and a Valse by Chopin, and so fessor of the College of Music, then under the principalquite as important an element to the fascinations offered won the applause of the audience, that she had to play ship of Theodore Thomas, in whose orchestra he had
played first violin for many years. All this time he was
\
to musical students, everyone knows that a very import- an encore.
Nikita, the young songetress from America, appeared an energetic and successful investigator of the whereant part of the students' education abroad is derived from
A abouts of the best violins of the old Italian makers, and
these s?urces, as one should al ways become accustomed several times and created quite an enthusiasm.
thus became a recognized autbority thereon, filling comto hearlllg the highest class of music interpreted in the German poet even celebrated bel' in song ..
On tbe 31st of October the Wagner Society gave a mission after commission in the most satisfactory manbest manner, for the acquirement of a pure standard and
true refinement. of style. While allowing, as one should, concert under the direction of Joseph Sucker, of Ham- ner, and, eventually following the bent of his inclination,
he retired from the eminent position of a leading interthe necessit.y of reliable technical methods and mechani- bu'g.
Wagner's only symphony in C major was the chief preter of violin music, to devote his energies to the colcal drill, it should ever be the aim of master and pupil to
develop and foster musical feeljng, which is somet.imes attraction of the evening. The work, given in Berlin for lection of the rare old instruments and to deal generally
In furtherance
dWl:Lrfedby the undue prominence given to mechanical tbe first time, contains a great many striking and original in violins and their accompaniments.
thoughts_ Waguer was only nineteen when be wrote this of this aim, Mr. Flechter, in 1884, went to Europe, and
effects.
A depth of feeling and thou,!!;ht is laid for many months diligently, and with excellent judgment
l<;'\-n?ther feature of foreign study of 'great value to composition.
pupIls IS the contact with a purely artistic mode of life. down in the Andante. The Allegros _possess a freshness and sagacity, ferreted out a number of cherished violins,
many being of the famous Cremona make, It was his
A musician in Europe lives more entirely-for his art than and show a fine instrumentation. His songs, sung by good
fortune, after numerous disappointments, to come
It. see!Ds possible to do here yet. The condition of so- Mr. and Mrs. Hildach, from Dresden, convinced me that
Cle~y I~ such that it recognizes and encourages artistic Wagner was no song writer. All other numbers of the across a collection of fourteen fine old Cremonas which,
either for price or quality, have no rivals elsewhere. Mr.
3:spl.ratlOns w~t1lOUtobliging artists to neglect their pro· programme were excellent of course .
r only need to speak of the Joachim Quartette evenings Flechter has already developed the most desirable class
fesslOnal dutIes to stimulate other tastes or to conform
It would be difficult to imagine of trade in the United States, He also bas tbe best faciliclo~ely to the etiquette of society. The professor and at the Sing Academy.
artls~ ~ontinues through life his studious habits, and the anything more perfect of a string qnartette, and only ties for the artistic repairing of high class violins, and,
ambition of the profession as a whole is to work for the words ofapplau,se could come from the listener for an with laudable ambit.ion, takes the lead in every departadvancement of personal reputation and of the art. As evening of such heavenly music. The Stern Choral ment of the business. The following celebrated violinists
an exam pie of the genuinely artistic feeling of the Ger- Society rendered Mendelssohn's 42d psalm and Mozar~'s in this country have made their selections from Mr.
Lrlechter's collections: Mr. Willis Nowell, of Boston, a
man people, I would mention Baireuth, with its abso- Requiem. Tbe latter left a deep impression in my mind. magnificent
Andreas Guarnerius; Mr. Jobn F. Rhodes,
During
lutely unique musical atmosphere.
There is nothing How very mournful are some of the numbers.
£hiladelphia, a fine Joseph Guarnel'ius; Mr. Walter
about the place to distract attention from the theatre his great weakness, Mozart could not help but say: I am of
Behrens, of New York, a magnificent Stradivarius;
Mr.
where the performances are given, and nothing in the composing my own requiem. SUkmayer finished his
Bendix (Concertmeister Theodore Thomas' ot'·
~heatre to compete in consideration with the stage. It mastees composition with great fidelity and musical Max
chestra), u. magnificent Stradivarius;
Mr. Michael
IS a.rare combination which has developed through the skill.
Bulow is giving a series of ten philharmonic concerts. Banner, one of the first soloists in this counlry, a
gemus and personal influence of one great man, and it is
fine Andreas Amati; Miss Maud Powell, our first and
~o be hoped tbat traditions of the place may be kept alive He brings out tbe largest audience I have witnessed in leading lady violinist, a magnificent specimen Gaspar
Berlin.
The
first
evening
he
rendered
Haydn's
sym10 the future through new-influences and t,he enthusiasm
phony in B flat major, Mozart's Jupiter and Beethoven's Prugar j Mr. Carl Hild, from Berlin, now of Chicago, a
of true musicians,"
m3gni£eent Joseph Guarnerius; Mr. Walter Newhf>.rry,
" What do you consider the weakness of American Eroica symphony. I have beard many great orchestra of t;taten Island, a fine Tononi and Rugerius j hII'. Ernst
leaders but no one can so control au orchestra as Hans
students as a class?lt
Schiever, Concertmeister Hans Richter Orchestra, Lon"Impatience, a desire to do too much in a. given time, Von Btllow. It seems to be an instrument upon which don. a beautiful specimen of Guadaguini.
Also Mr. n.-Iax
he
plays.
All
parts
are
brought
out
with
a
precision
and
and a reluctance, or inability, to afford the time that
Lichtenstein, of the National Opera, Mr. Edw. Hargrave,
exactness
that
at
the
same
time
astonish
and
enrapture
~uropeans, and Germans especially, recognize must be
BUlow hardly ever gives an encore, but so Mr. Ovide Musin, all of New York City, Mr. Geo. Lehgiven t? lay the foundation for work in any of the higher the listener.
great
was
the
applause,
that he repeated the latter part of man, of Cleveland, Mr. Jaspar Monroe, of Troy, N. Y.,
profeSSIOns. I understand tha.t the difficulty is often not
Mr. Henri Appy, and seventy-five other leading soloists
Haydn's
symphony.
a pe:sona;l one entirely. The pupil is expected to do
Last monday, Eugene DIAlbert played Chopin's con- and orchestral performers, besides many prominent amacertam thIngs by the home authorities, and though he
teurs in this country.
A great many other violins are to
?lay have been brought to see his own needs plainly, it cert in E minor. A greater and truer piano-forte virtuoso be added to this collection.
it would be hard to imagine. He also played a Nocturne
IS hard to bring the parents, whose means ma.y be limI
II
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the one hand, to exercise the pnpil in what is
commonly
understood by the study of the sol•
BY
feggio, and on the other, to make execution. a
F. LE COUPPEY.
special object. Tbe professor, of course, WIll
III.
always be judge of the time when it will be
FIRST LESSONS,-SHOULD
A MUSICAL EDUCATION
practicable to unite these two parts of the art."
BE BEGUN BY THE STUD Y OF SOLFEGGIO?
The first lessons given to a child should be
It is believed, and it is a prejudice unfortu- freq uent, and not very long; later, they may
nately too widely diffused, that in laying the be lengthened, though it is not to be forgottou
foundation of a musical education, an inferior that they mnst never be otherwise than agreeteacher and a poor instrument will answer all able. He should be led, above all things, to love
purposes.
I cannot too stronglyexpress
my the study;
it should be transformed
into a
disapproval of on opinion so opposed to the pleasure; in short, his attention should always
rules of common seuse. Far from being of no be held in an interesting way. In beginning,
consequence, the fl.rst Iesso?s, on the contra:~, pupils are inspired with ardor and goo.d wil!,
exercise a very direct action on the pupil s and if the teacher can keep them III this
future, and their influence is long felt. Often, happy mood, if he knows how to make his lesseveral years hardly suffice to correct fanlts sons attractive to them, the hour of his coming,
contracted during a few months, and more than far from being dreaded as a time of weariness,
ODe talent has gone to ruin from having been
will even be awaited witb eager impatience.
I
badly directed at the outset. Even if it does repeat, that the child's first lessons should be
not lead to any such serious consequences, the short and freqnent; it is also advisable that his
use of a poor instrument causes other troubles
regular practice he watched over, either by his
that should be considered.
If the piano is old, mother, or by the one intrnsted with the responworn out, or out of order, there is danger that
sibilityof
his edncation, and this person should
tbe pupil will soon be disgnsted.
Who would
carry out the teacher's directions in every
not object to playing on an instrument whose
point, without questioning the meanshe employs.
shrill aud cracked tones continually grate au the
Unfortnnately,
many parents will not admit
ear! A good piano, then, is indispensable.
The
that their child is capable of nnderstanding
resistance of the keys, yielding more or less
anything not clear to themselves, and often by
easily to the touch, ought to be in proportion to
their awkward objections tbey interfere in a
the strength of the fingers. The piano, moreover,
lesson, and not only annoy the teacher, but do
should be frequently tuned, for a false instruharm to the pupil. This tendency to meddle
ment injures the ear aud destroys the feeling of
with the privileges of the teacher cannot be too
intonation.
It is no doubt an advantage to
strongly condemned.
Parents
should
assist
unite the talent of a virtuoso to the merit of a
him, second him, always, however, g.iving the
teacher, but it is by no means indispensable for
example of the deference that the pupil owes to
a teacher to be a skillful performer.
In order
the master.
to conduct a child's musical education successfully, it is sufficient to have' studied under the
IV.
direction of an experienced master, and, above THE KIND OF MUSIC THAT SHOULD FORM THE
all, to possess what is understood
by these
BASIS OF A GOOD EDUCATION.
IS CLASSICAL TO
BE PREFERRED
TO BRILLIANT
MUSIC ?
words, a good method. Let me quote here a
few lines from the preface to one of my books: *
In the preceding chapter I have insisted npon
* A, B, 0, du piano. Methode pour lee commeneanta. the ntility of keeping up the study of the sol"During the first few months, the study of feggio along with that of technique, all of which
music, properly so called, and the study of the has been advocated by others before me. It is
insl:,.ument should be eutirely separated from one often said tbat riglit wilt prevail in the emd, yet
another. They may be carried on at the same much time is often required for truth to suctime and i a some degree parallell y ; bnt if they ceed in replacing error. If famous masters have
are combined in one and the same study, a vainly insisted on reforms, if the authority of
complication of difficulties will inevitably arise; tbeir words has been nnheeded, if they have
the pupil is wearied and the teacher discouraged. not been able to make their voices heard, I can
When a child's musical education drags along scarcely bope that my opinions will meet with
slowly and tediously, the reason of it must he more attention.
Let us suppose that the pupil has overcome
sought for way back in the beginniug.
Con-sider, indeed, all that is expected of a pupil from the first difficulties of the elementary study; at
the very first lessons, think of the multitude of this point the question arises, what kind of
things claiming a share of his attention, the music will be most favorable to his progress?
names of the notes on the two different clefs, I approach this question with some hope of beiog
their value and that of the rests, the different listened to, for my words will be found in harcombinations of measure and rhythm, the mean- mony with the new tendencies which have aping of the accidental signs, the sharps, the flats, peared within a few years.
etc., the position of the hands on the keyboard,
I lay it down as a principle, that piano inthe flexibility of the arms, the holding of the struction ought to be grounded on the study of
body, the regular movement of the fiugers, the classical music, which offers, if I may be allowed
manner of striking the key, and, in a word, all to express it, the healthiest food for students,
that constitutes the theory, reading, and execu- The style of this music, always elevated, simple
tion. You are led to wonder that a young and natural, preserves them from a certain tenmind ever succeeds in wrestling successfully with dency to affectation and to exaggeration, toward
so many difficulties all at one and the same rime, which they too often allow themselves to be led.
and you can Dot but question if there are ever Moreover, classical music presents a neatness of
met with natures so gifted as to succeed even form, a finish of style, which help in developdespite drawback of a faulty method.
Instead ing in pupils the feeling of time, of rhythm and
of combining so many incongruous things, so of accentuation.
In its relation to execution, it
IDany things that have no bond of union, it seems as if it Lad been expressly written for the
would be simpler and ruore logical to group purpose of giving flexibility, eqnality of strength
together the elements of the same nature; on and perfect independence to the fingers.
Leav-
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ing now, the didactic side of the qnestion to
exa~ine it from an artistic point of view, there
will be still less reason to donbt.
What modern
productions, indeed, shonld we dare to compare
to the masterpieces of the old school, to the
sublime inspirations of Mozart, of Bach, of
Beethoven?
The most brilliant talents of our
day are the first to bow before the illustrious
names of these great artists of the past. I am
well aware that the few adversaries of classical
music will say that the works of tbe great masters present a difficulty of interpretation
wbich
renders the stndy of them impossible to young
pupils,
I will agree on this point so far as concerns Bach, Weber and Beethoven, though the
latter has written some easy music. This objection will entirely disappear, however, if the
repertory of the other composers of the last
centnry be examined attentively.
In Haydn
there are some very easy things, all of exquisite
elegance aud beauty, and Mozart's works also
comprise easy compositions, every page of which
reveals the refined passion so characteristic of
this di vine master.
In a less elevated order, Clementi, Dussek,
Steibelt, Cramer, Hummel and Field have likewise written a host of pieces, such as sonatas,
rondos, and airs with variations, which are all
excellent for the study of the piano, without
presenting any serions difficulties.
Indeed, the
resources are as abundant as varied.
Any
method which confiues one to a single style,
becomes. an enemy to progress; and in expressing my preferences for classical music as a basis
of piano study, I do not wish to reject modern
music absolutely.
I advise, on the contrary,
that it be studied in a small proportion, for it
gives a certain variety in the practice which wil I
often serve to awaken a pupil's taste and judgment.
Besides, it is well to be familiar with all kinds,
with all styles, and it would be absnrd to reject
auy particular mnsic for the sole reason that it
does not bear a great master's name.
To-day
everybody writes for the piano, and from this
mania for composing there results a surplus of
mediocre music, and the teacher often has a long
and difficult task in making a judicious choice
for his pupil.
In this situation he will act prndently in giving the preference to works signed
by artists of unquestionable
talent;
at the
same time he ought to have enough originality,
enough independence of jndgment to accept snch
productions as may seem to him good and usefnl, even if tbe author be obscnre and completely unknown,
To resume: whatever be a teacher's preference
for a particular kind or for a certain school, he
ought to put only good music into his pupils'
bands. This point- is essential. In the same
way that a strong and healthy literary education
excludes all frivolous reading, so, in a musical
education, that which is mediocre should be rejected : and it should be early sought to form
the pupil's taste, to elevate bis thoughts, to introdnce him to the masterpieces of the art.
I do not wish to appear exclusive; I admire
the true and the beautiful wherever it is met,
whatever be the school to which it belongs; aucl
in thus setting forth my principles for a basis of
a good musical education, I do Dot pretend to
depreciate the merit of artists of the present day.
I am glad, on the contrary, to pay them every
honor, and in tbe foremost rank I recognize that
ThaI berg, Liszt, H. Herz, Stephen Heller, eJ'r
many others will leave in the history of the art
imperishable memories and justly honored names.

